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ABSTRACT 
A d i g i t a l  program has been written  to  determine  the dynamic behavior of dis- 
cretized mdels for gravity gradient satell i te structures.  Both passive (elastic 
reaction, damping) and active (controller)  internal torques can be included i n  
the computational model. The program can be u t i l i zed  simply by observing straight- 
forward direct ions given in  the intmductory sect ion of  this  report ,  and a concrete 
example (hinged assembly model of the Radio Astronomy Explorer satellite) of 
program adaptation i s  described in de ta i l .  To faci l i ta te  appl icat ion to  other  
confi&rations a clear separation is made between 1) computations applicable to 
a general  gravity gradient satell i te,  and 2) specif ic  RAE computations. 
The b a s i s   f o r   t h i s   d i g i t a l  program is the Roberson-Wittenburg dynamical formalism, 
noted and referenced i n  the text. This formalism grew from the  des i re  to  
systematize the rigorous dynamic analysis of structures with multiple interconnected 
members. I n  programming the formulation for the present problem, it was found 
possible to supply additional details  applicable to a fa i r ly  general  c lass  of  
gravi ty  gradient  satel l i tes .  Thus the general portion of the  program contains 
provisions for straightforward implementation of  internal  moments (passive spring 
and damper or active controller tcrques inherently provided as simple functions 
of integrated rates and attitude; constraint torques a t  locked hinge axes 
automatically accounted f o r  by a simple indexing scheme), as well as solar  
radiation pressure and thermal (direct Earth and direct  plus reflected solar 
heating) effects. The necessary astronomical and kinematical expressions are 
supplied i n  a standard form, with explicit  relations valid for eccentricit ies 
up t o  one-tenth. 
Practical  implementation of  the dynamicalfonnalism calls for the following 
computational refinements: 1 )  a r t i f i c i a l  enlargement of small members, to hasten 
the  integration  of  high  frequency  oscillations  without  materially  affecting  the over- 
all (low frequency) excursions; 2) hinge interactions to enhance the accuracy 
of numerical differentiation, necessitated by  moment characterization for discretired 
e l a s t i c  members; 3) the  use of weak restraining springs and  dampers a t  locked 
jo in t  axes, t o  counteract the double integration of small numerical errors 
incurred by the constraint torque formulation; 4) representation of torsionless 
biaxial  bending by an orthogonal matrix with one vanishing eigenvector component; 
and 5 )  the use of kinetic or potential  energy considerations in fi t t ing segments 
t o  an e l a s t i c  curve. 
Through successful comparison with an independent Lagrangian model analysis, a 
three-segment model was deemed suf f ic ien t   for  each of the 750 ft. 4 inch dia. 
antenna booms. Each orbit (appoximately 4 hours) of the undisturbed 
satell i te then requires roughly one hour of simulation time, and the machine time 
i s  approximately doubled by introduction of thermal effects (solar pressure has 
a less pronounced effect) .  The expensive nature of the program i s  attr ibuted t o  
modelinn accuracy !e .g . ,  full nonlinear counling; the interaction b-Ltween dynamical be- 
havior a d  forcing functions; etc,) plus the large number of integrated variables, in 
comparison witn t ne  number of lnaepenclent co-ordinates. 
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This program was written for uae by Goddard Space Flight  Center, in the 
dyntmic analyois of the Radio Astronomy Explorer satellite, under NASA Contract 
No. NAS5=9753-10. I n  combination with additional work performbd under t h i s  
contract (tasks 15 and a), t he  results will pmvide (1) maximnn insight   into 
the three-dimensional flexible satellite motion, (2) comparison between t h i s  
seeented model dynamics and another independent structural analysis ( a  Lagrangian 
modal analpis, documented separately), and (3) complete preparation for an 
operational program which provides s t a t i s t i c a l   f i l t e r i n g  of boom t ip   in fomat ion  
( intemit tent ly   received by TV atations at fixsd point8 on the  Earth) i n  combination 
with a t t i t ude  and damper position measurments. 
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Accurate  three-dlmsnsiond analysis of non-rigid aassmblies ha8 enjoyed 
only limited f e a s i b i l i t y  and f l e x i b i l i t y  i n  the past, due to   the  sr is temce  of  
unknown internal forces and moments which influence  the relative motion between 
mtmbers. In amy applications these relative motions interact  with the r igid 
deglws of freedam (e.&, the  flexural behavior of a satelUte boom changes 
t h e   m e n t 8   o f   I n e r t i a  which in turn   a f fec t   the   a t t i tude  dynamics). Because of 
t he   r e8d t ing  complexity, pviou8 investigation8 have often smployed analytical  
transiorautions whose detailed form depended heavily upon the  specific  configuration 
StlAdid. 
I n  order to pmvide a method applicable to a mre general  class  of 
dynoprical s i tuat ions (e.&, flemral and torsional behavior of discretized  structural  
models; a t t i t ude  control of a hinged ratellite assembly), a two-body Euler  fonrm- 
l a t i on  devised by Fletcher, Rongved, and YU’ wao extended to  the N o b o d y  case by 
Hooker ud & ~ r g d i e s ; ~  t h e   e x p l i c i t   d e v e h p n t  was then advanced by Roberaon and 
W i t t e n b ~ r g . ~  These recent advances have been employed i n  a d i g i t a l  program capable 
of descr ibing  the  mtat ional  dynamics (attitude  matrices and i n e r t i a l  angular 
ra tes)  of multiple interconnected rigid bodies. The program i s  applicable to 
s t ructural   or   a t t i tude  control  problems subject to   the   condi t ions  (1) existence of 
a unique path between any pair of  bodies  (the arrangement them conforms to the 
definit ion  of a topological %reell), and (2) characterization of interconnections 
by hinges which, f o r  any pair of adjacent bodies, must be fixed i n  both members. 
The pressnt Scope is reatr ic ted to gravity gradient satellites i n  a 
Keplerian orb i t  with eccentricity less than 0.1. In  addi t ion  to  the  e f fec ts  of  
e l l i p t i c i t y  on gravity gredient torque, the program includes solar radiation  pressure 
1 
(at lOO$ r e f l ec t iv i ty )  and the& bending of booms; heat flpr wurce8 are the 
8un and Earth  (direct), plus t he  component of 80- heat-  reflected by the  Earth. 
For a reasonably  general  class of 8atellites fal l ing  within t h e  above scope, 
the pmgram lends itself quite readily to implamentation of  accurate dynamic analysis. 
Although the  per t inent   mathmatical   developnts   (der ivat ions in Refs. 2 and 3, 
a w e n t e d  by the  additions in Appendix A of t h i s  report) involve several arraye of 
variables, techniques for computer storage optimization have produced a practical  
coaputational arranganent for structures containing up t o  26 members.* Aside f r o m  
a feu p 0 8 8 i b l O  adjustments involving specific satellite geometry,* a l l  that i s  necessary 
for M i a t e  use of the program i s  a specification of the faadliar satellite 
parmetam, l is ted  together  wi th  t he  corresponding Fortran designations in quotes 
below; (Appendix B dembnstrates t h i s  specification procedure for an i l lustrative 
model of the Radio Astronomy R p l o r e r  (RAE) the expl ic i t  thoroughness 
of the Roberson-liittenbux-2 f o d a t i o n  is attested by the  & m e  simplicity  of 
these parameters) : 
Ssatsm Paraneters 
N ("E(") The number of r ig id  bodies i n  the system (There are then N-1 hinges). 
m ('\EM" ) A vector (N x 1) defining the mass of each body, 
Wo e~~mplify the demand for machine capacity it is noted that, with 26 members, 
the a w e n t e d   i n e r t i a  matrix of Ref, 3 has (26 X 3)*, or over 6OO0, elements. This 
a b n e  conrnmaes about twenty per cent of the IE# 7094 core ( the program i s  written 
ia ringlo precision). 
If so- pressum and/or the& effects a m  t o  be taken into account (AE 0, 
JPE 4 0,  or JPs & 0) , see Appendix C 
Also, if formulations of curvature (for hinge moments of discretized booms) require 
accurate numerical dbrivatives, the ''interacting joint" technique exemplified in 
A m  B mSt be U s e d .  
2 
I ("A") A thizd order tenaor (N x 3 x 3) containing  the  principal momsnts  of 
inertia for each body. (The off-diagonal terns, though i n i t i a l l y  
WrO, a bs appropriately awmted in accordance with  the dynalniC8 
in the p g r a m ) .  
R (" R ' I )  A t h i rd  order tsnaor (N-1 x 3 x 3) of restraining * W e  coefficients 
which generate position feedback (for  control problems) o r   e l a s t i c  
reaction (for structural  analysis)  at each hinge. 
R' ('RP") A third order tenaor (N-1 x 3 x 3) similar t o  R, but generating hinge 
torques proportional  to relative angular rate8 between each pair of 
adjacent bodies. 
s (' S ") A matrix (N x N-1) of  ones and seros constructed simply as follows: 
Number the bodies (1 t o  N) and the hinges (1 to N-1) . Set Sij t o  
tero for every combination of unconnected body (i) and hinge (j). For 
each pair of adjacent mankers (I and K )  ident i fy   the one (body I) 
t o  which the coefficients R and R1 are referenced.* Set SIJ t o  +1 
and %J t o  -1 (-ere J is the hinge connecting the I and K members). 
p ("RHO") A t h i rd  order tensor (N-1 x 3 x 3) defining the orthogonal trans- 
formation between each pair of adjacent body principal.axes i n   t h e  
undefomed or rest position. In the notation of the preceding itan, 
[GI i s  the  transformation f r o m  K I co-ordinates. 
Wne axample requiring auch an identification would bo a skewed boom hinged t o  a 
sateU.Sts hub. The rotational degrees of freedom of the hinge would presumably be 
refemhced to principal axe8 of t he  boom (bending and torsion) , rather  than  the hub. 
3 
c PC") A matrix (3N x 3) generated f r o m  S as follaws: All elauenta outside 
the  upper l e f t  (3N x N-1) array are aero. * For each zero i n  S, 
place a (3 x 1)   nu l l   vec tor  at the corresponding position in the  
upper left  (3N x N-1) corner of C. Choose a right-hand convention 
for   posi t ive  rotat ions about principal Bxes of each body (consistent 
with the definition of A), and express each mass center-to-hinge 
vector i n  these principal "ordinates. For each nonwm element of S, 
multiply  the  corresponding mass center-to-hinge vector by S 
and on te r   t h i s  product in the corresponding location of C. 
ij 
A, h E  ") A vector (N x 1) defining the effective =face area of each body, 
assuming 100% r e n e c t i v i t y  for solar radiation  pressure. 
flc ("Nc") The t o t a l  number of locked hinge axes i n  the  system. (To c l a r i f y  
th i s   def in i t ion  it is noted tha t   t he  system has 31V-Nc rotational 
degrees of fkdom). The present program capacity al lows up to  
thirty-eight  locked d e s ,  
111 (*M 1'') A vector { 3(N -1) x 1) defined  simply as follows: For every 
locked hinge axis ident i fy   the  joint  number (J) and the  locked mode 
(a = 1, 2, 3 for x, y, z respectively); compute the argument 
j = 3 (J-1) + a . lVumber the locked nrodes 1, 2, . . .Nc and, f o r  
each value of (j)  representing a locked mode, set M equal t o   t h i s  
indsx nmber. For a l l  other values of (j), set M t o  %era. 
3 
j 
Whose locations are used at a later point, &er C is no longer needed and its 
atorage is u t i l i d   f o r  other purposes. 
4 
Thermal bending constant computed as shown in Equation@-19) 
from Earth heat flux (J,; Equation A-15); linear thermal coefficient 
of expansion (e);  boom segment length ( j ) ,  diameter (d), thickness 
( f ), earth heat absorptivity (%), and thermal conductivity ( k )  
Js (1lXJSl1) Thermal bending constant computed as shown i n  Equation (A-19) 
from the  above parameters, with (JE) and (%) replaced by the  solar 
heat flux (Js; Equations A-16 and 12-17) and solar heat absorptivity 
(as), respectively. 
I 
I n i t i a l  Conditions and Program Control 
8 ( f1THf1) A third  order  tensor ( N  x 3 x 3 )  containing  the  diroction  cosine 
transformation from each set of body axes (defined f o r  C above) 
t o  roference axes#* The reference axes are defined by t h e  upward 
loca l  ver t ica l  (+Z, 2nd the  orb i t  pole (+Y). 
&) ( ~ l W V l l ;  WMI~) A vector (WV'$ 3N x 1) equivalenced t o  a matrix. ( WMll;  3 x F) 
containing the absolute angular mtte f o r  each body, expressed i n  
i t s  own (principal axis) co-ordinate frame.-% 
T ( '1ORBS 1 1 )  Total number of  orbi ts  t o  be simulated i n  one run. 
NR ( flENRlf)  Number OC readouts  per  orbit. 
E, (IIEFLLII) A vector (12 N x 1) of allowable  absolute  error per integration  step 
for angular rates (rad./sec. ; 1 t o  3N)  and direction cosines 
(3N + 1 t o  12N). 
++It is thus seen that these addresses contain the desired information (satellite 
a t t i tude,  shape, angular r a t e s )  which can be read out at any time. To begin 
the  computer m, the  initial values are stored in these locations. 
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Astronomical Parameters 
do ( ~ ~ A z I 1 )  Semi-major axis of orb i t ,  
e,, ( "EZ 1 1 )  Eccentricity  of  orbit .  (The present program assumes e, d 0.1, 
but an extension could readily be made). 
to ( "TZ")  Time at  pe r i aps i s ,   r e l a t ive   t o   t he   t i ne   ( t  = 0) a t  t h e  s tar t  of  the 
simulation run. 
. 
1 ( I I E Y Z  11) Orbital  inclination. 
Qo ( I'THZ11) Longitude of the  ascending node. 
( WZII)  Argument of  the  p rigee. 
0 
N, (llND") Launch d2te  (e.&, ND = 1 f o r  January 1). 
For most programs it wil be convenient t o  compute many of the above 
parameters from other, mare basic, inputs (e.g., len@h, modulus of  e las t ic i ty ,  
angles a t  connecting points, etc. ). This portion of  the  program will therefore 
consist of (a) Part I; controllable (punched card) inputs, and (b) Part 11; 
fixed and derived inputs. Again, reference i s  made t o  Appendix B f o r  an i l lus t ra t ion .  
It is  noted that the present program se tup  ca l l s  for  inputs  in  MKS uni ts ,  and the  
above angle inputs should be expressed i n  degrees. A l s o ,  any of the above provisions 
(auxiliary variables, additional dimension statements, print-out directions, etc. ) 
must also be  added to  sui t  the individual  problem under consideration. In general, 
the desired readouts w i l l  be simple functions of  the angular rates (@-array) and 
attitude  matrices (e -array). 
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GENERAL PROGRAM COHHlTATIONS 
The preceding introductory material contains the information required 
f o r  program ut i l i ra t ion.  For those interested in the approach, the present 
discussion describes the fundamentals of the formulation (Refs. L3), and 
addi t ional   detai l  is included i n   t h e  Appendix.* 
To determine the behavior of coupled rigid body motion, the rotational 
d y n d c s  are first expressed as a set of equations in the usual form, 
where [x] , 0, ,CUI, and - 4 denote inertia tensor, angular rate vector, 
the operator ( & X ), -and to ta l  to rque  vec tor ,  respec t idy .  S ince  th i s  
Euler relation holds for each of the (N) members of the structure, Eq. (1) can 
be thought of as a (3N) dimensional equation; 2 therefore has (3) components, 
representing  the  absolute angular rate  of each member as previously defined. 
The t o t a l  torque  vector - 4 consists  of  (a)  external torques, (b)  internal 
torques, and (c) moments of internal forces. Since the internal forces are 
generally unknown and are  not of primary interest in themselves, it is desirable 
to replace them by equivalent quantities obtained f r o m  Newtonls laws. Consequentu 
the internal forces a m  re-expressed i n  terns of external and dlAlembert forces; 
the  notion  of  the composite structure mass center i s  then eliminated from the 
equations. A s  a result, the d'Alembert forces can be defined by second derivetives 
of pos i t ion  vec tors  re la t ive  to  th i s  composite mass center. Through the dynamical 
fonaalimn, the moments of these dtAlsmbert forces are wr i t t en   i n  a convenient 
computational arrangement whereby 
1prhis report describes only the  details   of imp1ementir.q the dynamic computations; 
f o r  details of the formalimn itself the reader i s  referred to Ref. 3. 
e 
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(1) part of the centripetal component is included as a constituent 9 
of  the  total   torque 6;  
(2) the remainder of the centripetal  component is  taken into account 
through replacing [: 11 i n   t he  second term of Eq. (1) by a constant 
augmented i n e r t i a  matrix b1 ; 
(3) the tangential  component (associated with &! ) i s  taken into account 
through replacing cr3 i n  t h e  f i r s t  term of Eq. (1) by the augmented 
i n e r t i a  matrix C ! +  Y 1 , d e r e  ~ Y I  varies as a horn function 
of  the previously  defined  attitudes . 
With the external and internal torques, and the moments of t h e   e x t e n d  
Eq. (1) is rewritten as Eq. (15) of Ref. 3: 
To adapt t h i s  formulation to the present program, the two terms i n  t h e  
gravity gradient expression (Eq. 19 of Ref. 3) are symbolized here as ( E - 6') 
respectively;  the  transformed  force  vector 9" is then substituted for 
t o  include solar pressure effects (Eqs.  A-40 and A-W i n  Appendix A of this report) .  
The f i r s t  two terms on the right of Eq. (2) can then be expressed as 
I 
"he internal torque vector i s  then separated into two constituents as suggested 
i n  Ref. 2; 
8 
I 
where includes a l l  spring and damper torques  while Tc i s  a vector  in which 
the (ia) component represents the constraint torque in the (i%) locked mode 
(see the definit ions for Nc and i n  t h e  preceding section); [ f 1 i s  the matrix 
defined by Eq. (A-28). The quantit ies on t h e  l e f t  of Eq. (2) are written as 
so tha t  
where 
I n  Appendix A it is shown that  t h i s  leads to an expression of the  form 
which i s  the actual equation solved through numerical integration i n  t h i s  program. 
Jus t  as the specific system portion of the program has been divided 
into (a)  Part I - Controlled inputs, (b)  Part I1 - Fixed and derived inputs, and 
(c) Readouts, the general program operations fall into three categories: 
( a )  P a r t  0 - Program setup (e.g., dimensions, physical constants, etc.) 
(b) Part I11 - General system constants (e.g., barycentric vectors as 
defined i n  Ref. 3, etc.), and 
(c)  Par t  I V  - Evaluation of derivatives and numerical integration. 
The Fortran nomenclature and operation sequence were chosen t o  maintain 
reasonable storage requirements without incurring any appreciable loss in computatioh 
efficiency. The six largeat arrays consume roughly twenty thousand storage locations, 
9 
accormpodating a marimurn of 26 members and up to 38 locked modes for the 
complete sa te l l i t e  asssmbly. A l l  steps of the general computation are identified 
in  A p p e n d i x  C. 
10 
Host of the  detailed  theoretical  background for the  gravity  gradient 
s a t e l l i t e  program i s  contained in Rai. 3. In  r e s t r i c t ing  the  Roberson-Wittenburg 
approach t o  this application, however, it was found that additional aspects of the 
formulation (e.g., hinge moments, additional forces, etc.) could be defined more 
spec i f ica l ly  wi th  l i t t l e  fur ther  loss  of generality. The various computations 
added to   the  general  program are described in Appendix A. 
I n  order t o   i l l u s t r a t e  in a concrete manner how t h i s  program can be 
applied t o  an existing satellite, a model of the Radio Astronomy Explorer 
is described i n  Appendix B. A detailed description of the computation then 
follows i n  Appendix C, in the form of an annotated Fortran listing. 
4 
It was found convenient t o  treat much of the notation in an individual 
sectional basis, with various quantities defined in the text of the derivations. 
The Roberson-Wittenburg notation 3 , however, and i ts  additions (e.g., augmentation 
of external force the solar pressure, etc.) described in the body of this  report ,  
are retained. Components of torques, angular rates, and angular accelerations, 
f o r  cutample are expressed in the co-ordinate frame of the appropriate structural 
member; it follows that vector equations are generally written in   t hese  body co- 
ordinates. The IJK index (previously defined in terns of the incidence matrix 
[SI and t h e  s a t e l l i t e  shape LrJ ), and much of the additional notation defined 
i n  the body of the report, arises repeatedly throughout the analysis. For the  
model of gravity gradient booms, t h e  cross-section i s  presumably circular   (e i ther  
m l i d  or hollow); the length is  choaen along the body x-axis, with (y) and (e) 
alopg the  pr incipal  iner t ia  axes of the cross-section. In all caae8, the principal 
i n e r t i a  axes are used for body co-ordinates, and standard right hand conventions 
a m  -used for angle transformations; the matrix notations [ jT ;& [ ] ; and 
11 
[M], mpresent tranapw; trace; and an orthogonal transfonnation obtained 
by a positive rotation of ( f l  ) radians about the u-axis,  respectively. La 
represents the (a ) column of the 3 x 3 identity mate [?as] . 
12 
APPENDIX A 
ANALYTICAL FORMULATIONS APPLICABLE M 
THE GEUERAL PROGRAM 
In  Ref. 3 the hinke moment computation was le f t  open in order  to 
maintain generality of scope fo r  t he  dynamical formalism. For the gravity 
grsd ien t   sa te l l i t e  program it has been found that the torque at  each joint  
can be characterized by a convenient formulation applicable to numerous hinge 
types. The mthod uses straightforward program logic based on the incidence 
matrix [SI, with the torque computed from the eigenvector and trace angle of 
the orthogonal transformation between adjacent members, When the "rest positiont1 
of one member relative  to  another is variable (e. g., due t o  thermal bending), 
the same basic formulation i s  augmented i n  .a straightforward manner.  The 
tQocked modell torque described i n  Ref. 2, for hinges with less than three degrees 
of freedom, has also been programmed. 
In  addition t o  providing explicit hinge moment computations, the program 
includes the force on each member due to solar radiation pressure. Finally 
there i s  a kinematical  relation appropriate for satell i tes i n  low eccentricity 
orbits,  and the position of the sun must also be defined in relation t o  s a t e l l i t e  
orientation. A l l  of these items are covered by the analytical  background 
mater ia l   in  t h i s  Appendix. 
Hinge Torques 
F r o m  the  INTRDDUCTION it i s  recalled that the undefomed shape of the 
s a t e l l i t e  is  defined i n  t e rns  of the matrices [PJ] ,where J ( d N- i ) is 
the hinge index number. The next section i l lustrates how a modified matrix [pJ 1 
performs t h i s  funotion when thermal effects are included. It follows that the 
reaction torque at hinge J is zero when the relative orientation { [v '3 
r 
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i n  general the hinge moment is a 
members touching t h i s  hinge is equal t o  [5'1 ; 
function  of  the  deformation matrix, - 
More specifically, the reaction torque i s  a function of the trace angle, 
and the unit eigenvector 2 of which 
rotation. This vector satisfies the equation 
[V-I]lJ = 0 
points along the  posit ive a x i s  of 
(denoting  the 3 x 3 ident i ty  by 
(A-3) 
and therefore can be computed from the cross product of any two nonvanishinp 
rows of W-Il . 
The product ( x can  be thought of as a displacement  vector which 
generates a reaction torque. Immediately this  suggests  the form for the "position 
feedback" torque f o r  a l i nea r  system having negligible delay: XLRJ]U_ , where 
ma) i s  the restraining matrix for hinge J , described i n  Section 1.1. 
For att i tude control problems the  elements  of [R] are  easi ly  ident i f ied as the 
controller sensit ivit ies;  for structural  applications [Rl consists of r igidity 
coefficients which are readily derived from the small angle* flexure and torsion 
formulas, 
*e.&, when 2 i s  along the x-axis the first r o w  of bf-13 w i l l  vanish. Further- 
more, when i s  too  close  to  the x-axis the use  of the first row of [V- I] i n  
the computation would lead to  numerical problems. Program logic avoids inaccuracy 
o f   t h i s  t 
W h i s  re%iction of course holds only f o r  structural reaction torques. I n  contrast 
t o   r e s t r i c t i n g   t h e  scope of application, moreover, t h i s  can be viewed as a require- 
ment imposed upon (N) since the angles can be made smaller by separating the model into 
a larger  number of segments. F ina l ly ,  it is  noted that  the hinge moment formulation 
could be modified t o  account for larger angles. 
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I 
Bending Moment E .$ dea/d a 
Torsion Moment = G A  d 9 T  /a! 
where E , G , 4 , and k represent Young's modulus  and the  shear modulus 
of e las t ic i ty ,  the in-plane and polar  area  inertia moments of the  structural  member 
c~,ss--~ect ion,  respect ively;  ( d@a/dl  ) i s  a measure of bending curvature 
which can be approxbated* by ( A U i  /a ), where U j i s  the component of 
along t he  W i s  implied i n  Equation (A-it), and $1 i s  the distance between centers 
of the members joined by hinge J ; a s i m i l a r  approximation is used for  the  
torsional gradient (deT /d a ). It follows that,  for structural  members 
with no inherent coupling between bending and torsion (such as that  which would ar i se  
from displacement between mass and shear centers), L~J] i s  a  diagonal  matrix 
correspond to   p r inc ipa l  axes of the cross-section.~t 
In  addi t ion to  the above position feedback or   e las t ic   reac t ion ,   there  
may be a moment res t ra ining relat ive angular ra te  between adjacent members. From 
t h e  definit ion of [q'] it f o ~ l o w s  t h a t  t h i s  component of torque i n  the co- 
ordinates o f  body 1 is 
t h e   t o t a l  hinge moment acting on body I i s  
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and t h e   h i n p  moment on body K i s  
Thio oompletes the discussion for this portion of the  program. Before 
leavlng th io  top ic  it is noted that ( 2 ) various nonlinear functions of the 
defonnation ( x ) and/or the  re la t ive  ra te  ( %x- 31 ) could eas i ly  be 
programmed, t o  simulate nonlinear reaction torque characteristics encountered 
In praotioe; and ( 2 ) delayed feedbaok torque supplied from band-Wted devices 
could be computed by standard convolution integral techniques. 
Tho-  Bend- 
I 
Gravity  gradient  satell i tes  often employ long narrow booms whioh are 
p n e   t o  nonuniform heating. A convenient way to  t ake  th i s  i n to  account i s  t o  
replace the nero torque rest position matrix [)3] f o r  each hinge by a new 
matrix [p ] which defines the reference shape under uneven heating conditions. 
This  new matrix can be formed by a simple orthogonal transformation of i t s  
original  value, 
v 
J 
where the bending angles 
expression with equation 
( &, ) and ( 6, ) are identified by combining t h i s  
(A-1) : 
r T  
Structural  deformation is eero when is the  identity  matrix.  Since k 3 
i s  the transformation f r o m  actual I t o  K co-ordinates and LPJ] i s  the transfor- 
mation f r o m  K to original reference axes of I, it follows that  the product 
[- &zlz[+ d,] must  be the  transformation from the  or iginal  (undeformed) 
t o  t h e  new rest position (zero torque) axes of body I. This angular displacement of 
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the  reference  orientation  for each segment i n  the discrete model i s  obtained by 
inscribing a set of chords (n = number of segments per boom) inside the arc 
formed by thermal bending. The present description will beginwith an 
example of planar bending caused by a single heat source, followed by extension 
to   the  general  case. 
I n  Fig. 1, 3 denotes  the  hinge  connecting body I (represented by 
the chord Jj') t o  body K, which may be visualized on t h e   l e f t  of the hinge. 
€ - 
a 
The reference orientation of the I 
segment i n  the absence of heating effects 
J -Je will be taken along the  direction of the 1 - 
arrow Io. Thus 8 is the bending 
angle due t o  a heat source in   t he  
direction , tentatively  defined 
I / in the plane of the figure. 
/ 
0" 
Under the above conditions the 
arc JJ i s  essentially  circda+c 
with center at  0 and radius of  curvature 
- 
Rc meters. With ( 1 ) again  defined 
Fig. 1 Effect of Thermal 
Bending as  the  distance between centers of the 
members joined by hinge J , it i s  seen 
that   he  average change i n  angle  per  unit  length i s  ( & / I  = i / R  ) 
and, combined with Eq. (4) of Ref. 5 ,  
(A-10) 
*Just as i n   t h e  preceding section, this small angle approximation is  valid pro- 
vided that   the  model contains a sufficient number of segments. 
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*ere e , d , and ( AT ) denote the linear thermal coefficient of expansion 
( "C Ti , boom diameter (meters), and diametric  tsmperature  differential (OC), 
respectively. With the unit vector  along  the segment S (length) a x i s  JJ 
denoted by it is seen  that a direction*  for 8 can be defined by the unit 
vector { fi X 1,  /Is X L, I } . By reason of the Smau angle approximation 
for adjacent segments, then,  the f ini te  rotat ion can be treated as a vector, 
I 
since I L X 1, I i s  equivalent t o  
and the  normal t o  the  segment, Eq. (6) 
and, therefore, 
the cosine of the angle between 
of Ref. 5 can be written here as 
i n  which f l  , f , a , and represents  hermal  conductivity (large 
calories/second-meter-"C), boom thickness (meters), and the absorptivity and heat 
radiation  (large  calories/second-meter ) of the  source,  respectively. The 
convenience of this formulation i s  apparent when different heat sources are combined; 
with direct earth radiation and direct  plus  ref lected solar radiation (at  &n 
albedo of 0.4), the unit vectors i n  the aource directiona are denoted a8 
2 
6 
*The cross product conforms to  the  def in i t ion  of cs 1 as the transformation - from the  original to the  deformed rest position of segment I. 
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and the thermal deflection angles are computed from resultants thus: For the 
y - a s ,  the  r ight  of Eq. (A-13) is written with the substitutions, 
I. Direct Earth 1) a = d E  , absorptivity  for  earth  radiation. 
2) % =35, , where 3 i s  computed from the 
earth radius (%) and the Keplerian orbital 
distance ( n  ) as  7 
and d~ i s  the  Stefan-Boltmnn  constant 
(5.67 X 10-8/4184 large calories per sec 
per sq. meter per OK 4 ) multiplied by the 
fourth power of the effective8 spherical 
blackbody Earth  temperature (246°K) : 
11. Direct Solar 1) a = as , absorptivity for solar radiation. 
I, ={ 2, sun not eclipsed 
1, sun eclipsed 
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where 
and as is the  product 
Js "Ps d4l8Y. (A-16) 
with  defined as the  speed of   l ight  
(3 x lo8 m/sec) and 
Ps = 4.5 x 10- 
111. Reflected Sol- 1) = as 
2) * = .4 aJ, ( 31s- 1 1, whre a l l  
of these quantit ies are defined above. It 
is  noted t h a t  is not  the  true  coefficient 
t o  be used for reflected radiation, but it 
provides an excellent approxFmation. 7 
The to ta l   ro ta t ion  about the y-axis due to thermal bending is  therefore 
and, similarly, thermal bending about the 8-axis i s  obtained by the negative 
angle transformstion in Eq. (A-9) with 
(A-20) 
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Thermal bending throughout the  ent i re   s t ructure  i s  accounted f o r  by 
repeating these computations a t  every applicable hinge. For example, in the case 
of a nominally straight boom, the reference direction for the segment to   the   r igh t  
of J' is  the  extended l i n e  dd ; t h i s  segment is then  denoted as I i n  I 
I 
computing the bending  angles a t  J' , while  the chord Jd takes  the role 
of segment 6 . The preceding  formulation  then  applies t o  t h e  computation of 
angles at J' , and Ukewise t o  all hinges where thermal bending  can  occur. 
As a further refinement i s  i s  noted that the matrix [ - 6 ~ l  ['&y]u t 
can be replaced by 
c6 I=  
- - dr 
It has been ver i f ied   tha t   th i s  matrix is orthogonal and tha t   the  %-component of 
i t a   r e a l  eigenvector i s  zero. 
Constraint Torques a t  Locked Joints  
In  many instances there are hinges which are constructed to allow only 
one o r  two degrees of freedom, o r  it may be desirable to remove a degree of freedom 
from the computation model.,.'  When a hinge constrains relative motion about the 
d - d s  (d=1,2 , 3  f o r  X , y , E respectively) of a  given 
member  (I) of the structure, the -component of the relative angular ra te  between 
body I and K, expressed in I-coordinates, i e  s e t   t o  zero: 
*e.g. , i f  the  torsional natural frequencies of a gravity  gradient boom are very high, 
it may be convenient t o  assume that only flexure i s  possible. 
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(A-22) 
As noted in Fief. 2, the first step i n  deriving the constraint torque is t o  
different ia te  the above expression. It i s  shown i n  a la te r  sec t ion  of t h i s  
Appendix tha t  
(where [all) and [HI are  skew-symmetric angular rate matrices), so that  
0 
There will be a scalar equation of t h i s  form for every combination ( J , OC ) 
which represents a locked joint constraint. It i s  therefore appropriate to 
define an identifying argument ( # ) for  each locked mode, 8 
i = 3 ( J - 1 )  + a  (A-26) 
plus a column vector having 3(N - I ) components such t h a t  ma i s  zero 
f o r  a l l  unlocked modes and, for  locked modes, 3118 is an integer representing 
the  ordered index of  that mode ( I w& 4 E(= , where &Jc is t h e  t o t a l  number 
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of locked moden). The set of equations (A-25) can then be written i n  matrix form 
where rv] is a ( 3E) x Nc ) matrix i n  which the only nonzero elements are 
the unit vector components 
F = - = - LI [v'] (A-28) -1 w- ' t  -e ' &,w* 
th 
i n  the  MJ row and the 1 th - and K - triplet of columns respectively, I 
and K r a p s e n t i n g  t h e  bodies  constrained by the qi locked mode. The 
vector a i n  (A-27) i s  the same angular acceleration  vector appearing in the 
Roberwn-Wittenburg  equation; and 2 is a vector ( N c X  I ) whose qj component 
i 8  
when (at. I, f i  ) of course correspond to  the  locked mode under consideration. 
/ /  
A t  t h i s   p i n t ,  Eq. (6) is pl-emultiplied by [y 3 [F] - ' and T 
so that   the   f inal   d i f ferent ia l   equat ion is 
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Radiation Pressure 
The present formulation involves the effective solar radiation force 
on each member of the structure, expressed i n  the co-ordinates of that member. 
Although the pertinent theory i s  well-known, an example of a typical  boom segment 
(again denoted here as "body 111) i s  t rea ted  here  to  i l lus t ra te  appl ica t ion  to  the  
problem a t  hand. 
It i s  convenient t o  begin by considering a f l a t  surface of area A 
subjected t o  a rediation press- from a source along the unit sunline vector $I 
(see Eqs. &SO - A-54). With the force per unit area of A denoted by ( e ), 
the  component of the effective force along x, due to incident radiation has a 
magnitude P A  1 4 - 9 A \  , where EA i s  the unit normal to  the surface A. 
With perfect reflection, the total  force due to  incident  plus  ref lected radiat ion 
i s  directed along ( - 2 A ) and has a magnitude 
While ( ) i s  defined as the force per unit area of A, it i s  more convenient t o  
work with the characterist ics of the source i tself;  it i s  eas i ly  shown t h a t  
where p! i s  defined by Eq. (A-18). It follows  that - 
Application of this theory t o  nonplanar surfaces i s  etraightforward 
i n  principle and, for regular geometry, of ten leads to  simple solutions. Each 
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Fig. 2 Radiation Pressure on 
Section of Cylinder 
section of a gravity gradient boom, f o r  
example, can be represented by a cylinder, 
centered about the boom torsion a x i s  A, . 
Fig. 2 shows a small section of width 
( d S ) with a principal nonnal  (defined 
as   the  nonnal to the surface extending out- 
ward from the center of d s  , and lying 
in the  plane of i, and ) along 
the  direct ion E . It i s  permissible 
t o  consider the unit sunline vector 
as   or iginat ing from the intersection point 
of A ,  , co , and Ec, , so tha t   he  
spherical  law of cosines can be invoked: 
where the significance of  n of course l i e s  i n  
differential  surface area 
"A i t s  orthogonal . i t y   t o   t he  
i n  which (k ) represents boom diameter.  Preparations  are now complete fo r  
integrating the force over the cylindrical area. It i s  first noted tha t  the  
component along 1 I vanishes i n  the  present problem  because the  resultant 
must be nonnal t o  the surface; furthennore the component along ( &, x 5 ) 
vanishes by synnnetry. For the different ia l  area d A the  component of force  along 
( -  zo ) i s  ( d F  COS A ); it i s  th is   quant i ty  which muat be integrated using A 
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(A-34) through ( A-36) : 
It can easily be shown t h a t   t h i s  i s  equivalent t o  2% A, (cIm 20)2 
where A= is  the  cyl indrical   effect ive area, 
A , =  
Since the direction of the effective force is  along the unit vector 
the solar force vector expressed in I-co-ordinates i s  
t o 1  
By a derivation along similar l i nes  it can be shown that  the effective 
radiation force vector for a sphere i s  
F - sph = (2ps) A,(sph) 
where the effective area for a sphere of radius ( , d l  ) is 




In  this  section  the  orthogonal  matrices [B3 ; ; and D l  will 
denote transformations from principal axes of a s t ructural  member (body I) t o  a 
se t   o f   iner t ia l  axes; f r o m  the body axes t o  a se t  of l oca l  axes; and from the 
loca l  t o  the inertial co-ordinates, respectively. It follows immediately tha t  
and it is  well-lmown tha t  
where [n I] i s  a skew-symmetric matrix of inertial angular rates (Rr,lz = 
- OI3; R1, I 3  = +W*;t ; Qr,ot - a g  I ). Defining the local axes 
by ( +r ) along the orbit  pole and ( -k t ) along the upward local vertical ,  
where [N] i s  a 3 x 3 matrix whose only nonzero elements appear in the positions 
( Nl3 = - 31 ) representing the time derivative of the true anomaly; from the 
appropriate equation on page 262 of Ref. 9 it can be deduced that 
+, = a,(t - e, 1; , n , a, , and e, are  defined as 2 
the Earth gravitational constant; the Keplerian orbit position vector magnitude, 
admajor axis, and eccentricity, respectively. 
By differentiation of (A-43). 
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and, in combination with (A-43) through (A-451, 
To compute the angular rate for the matrix m3 it i s  noted tha t  
gravity  gradient  satell i tes  generally have low eccentricity (e. g., less than 0.1). 
The quantity ( h ) i n  (A-46) can therefore be determined exp l i c i t l y  by a ser ies  
approximation on page 153 of Ref. 9; using the notation ( A, ) for the mean 
anomaly, 
Astronomical Geometry 
Solar position i s  determined using the  celestial   sphere model on page 9 
of  Ref. 9. A value of 23.5" i s  used as  the ecl ipt ic  incl inat ion and,  on the 
( E(s-) day of the year, the sunline vector makes an angle of t h  
with the vernal equinox. "he sunline vector expressed i n  i ne r t i a l  ( ce l e s t i a l  
sphere) co-ordinates i s  therefore 
Z 3 . S 0 s l n  
23.5's1n Vs 
To define t h i s  vector i n   l o c a l  co-ordinates the inclination, longitude of the 
ascending node, and argument of the per igee for  the satel l i te  orbi t  are  wri t ten 
as ( i,, no, W ,  ) respectively, and the t rue anomaly i s  computed expl ic i t ly  by 
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I 
t h e  series approximation on page 154 of' hi. 9 :  
\i = & , , + z ~ s ~ n  Am + 5 e, s ~ n  2A, + 2 
&e: (13 sln 3 A m  - 3 m A m )  
which i s  again accurate for most gravity gradient 
( e, 4 0..1>. The s~nline in local co-ordinates 
satel l i te  appl icat ions 
i s  therefore 
The unit vector pointing toward the sun, expressed i n  body I-axes, i s  then 
obviously, 
-I = [eJf 
and it is t h i s  vector which i s  used for the appropriate thermal bending and radia- 
tion pressure computations. 
This completes the description of analytical formulations used in the 
gravi ty  gradient  satel l i te  program. The next Appendix describes an example 
configuration (RAE s a t e l l i t e  4 ). 
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APPENDIX B 
THE RADIO ASTFtONOMY EXR,OFiEB (RAE) SATELUTE 
CONFZGURATION AND PARAHETERS 
The 8 8 t e u t e  de8CdbOd in bf. 4 is C r U C i f O m  shaped, paSSiVOly 
d e  with 8 horisontal   l ibration damper boom &owed out of the  plane of the  
crucifom.') The typical  RAE example configuration i s  shown in Fig. 3 with 
the  flexible mbenna booms approximated dynamically with 3 r igid se@mnts per 
boom. The four 750 foot antenna booms in t h e i r  undoformed state make an angle 
of 30 degrees with the zHUB axis in the cruciform pl8ne. The  damper boom 
(assumed r igid)  is  spring rest ra ined  to  its reference position relative to the 
hub, and i s  akewed at an angle of 65 degrees h.om the cruciform plane. Each 
r igid body or member and each hinge i s  indexed as shown i n  figure 3. The 
hinge numbers are denoted by an underline. For a larger  number of segments per 
boom, the same counter-clockwise numbering scheme would be used. 
Each member has a body-fixed set of right-hand coordinates defined 
collinear  with  the  principal inertia axes, and the  or igin i s  the  mass center of 
each mmbr. Only the direction of two axes need be given for  the  r igh t  hand 
coordinate frame t o  be well defined. The hub axes are  shown i n  pig. 3. THE 
F D W N G  COORDINATE FRAMES OF THE REHAINING m R S  ARE DEFINED WITH TRE: 
SATELLITE IN ITS UNDEFORHED CONFIGURATION, and it should be remembered that  the 
axes remain fixed i n  each member even after relative  rotational  displacement 
between than: 
The  damper boom 1 and & am8 are i n  the  direction of 
and the outward directed damper boom centroidal axis respectively. I n  each 
antenna boom rewent  the and 6 8x01 are in the  dimotion  of xHur 
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Fig. 3 RAE Configuration 
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and the outward directed antenna -pent centmidal a s  re8pCtiVely. For 
r d i a t i o n  pnsspre effective area computations t h e  hub i8 asmmed spherical i n  
&.pa, W e  tho damper boop and all antonna aeegpent8 a m  cylindrical. It is noted 
tha t  t he  dampor boom is free to ro ta te  about its Y - r d 8  o m .  
A l l  parareters i n   t h e  RAE simulation are -ressed in MKS units. However, 
rinoe q RAE r a t e l l i t e  properties art) given in &@ish units, appropriate 
convarsion factor8 a m  l i s t e d  below. Following t h i s  is a description of RAE 
variable inputs (Part I ) ,  fixed and derived inputs (Part 11), and inputs to the  
general program (Parts I11 and IV) as defined i n  the  INTHIDUCTION of t h i s  report*. 
Included also are the formulations for i n i t i a l  conditions, magnetic hysteresis 
daPlping torque, and readouts. 
HKS units 
Length - Meters (m) 
Mass - K i l ~ ~ ~ s  (Kg) 
Temperature - Degrees Centigrade ( O C )  
Heat - Large Calories (K-caI; Le . ,   t he  crpount of heat required t o  raise 
t he  temperature of 1 KGH20 by 1°C. ) 
Fowe - Newtons  (Newt) 
Conversion Factors 
.3cl48m = 1 ft. 
u.5939 Kg = 1 dug 
1 Newt = .2248 lbs. 
4l84 Kc&= 1 leut- - 1 Joule 
*Along with the mathematical sggbol, the actual Fortran etatauant a# uml i n  the 
program is given in quotation. 
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RAE v m L E  INPUTS (PAKr I )  
S*m Parameters 
n ( I I N F W )  ntmber of segments per boom ( i ,< 4 6 ). 
sd ( 6 D l n )  D a m p e r  spring constant  ratio. This ra t io  is  defined as the 
damper hinge restraining spring constant Rf, divided by 
the corresponding llgravity gradient spring constt.lltl1: 
/ I )  
where (/At) and ( a, ) are defined af'ter Equation (A-46); the  
~ e ( ~ ) i s ( ~ - ~ ) , Y f i e r e ( ~ ) i s t h e e q u i l l b r i u m  65w 
yaw angle defined later in t h i s  Appendix. Sd ahould be 
greater  than  unity EK) t ha t  t h e  damper boom will seek a horizontal 
rest position. 
fd ( I IFDI I )  Linear damping o r  non-&ear hysterssi* type damping option 
at the dcunper boom hinge. To simulate hysteresis damping, set 
$d = 0. To simulate linear damping set fd equal to  the  
desired damping ratio, defined as . 
It is  noted tha t  t h i s  confonns t o  the standard sxpresslon for 
a damping ratio,  with the stiffness term defined aa the combined 
effect  of t he  spring r sa t r a in t  and gravity gradient. 
Who )Vsteresis damper simulation is  described l a t e r  in w r  Appeadix. 
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Locked mode option. Any o r  all three degrees of freedom a t  each 
hinge may be eliminated, eo long a8 t h e   t o t a l  number of 
bcked modes N, 4 38 . However, only three locked mode 
configurations are included in the  RAE simulation: 
NL= Eliminates the  rotational  degree of freedom about the 
x and Z 8x08 of the damper boom relative t o   t h e  hub. 
- 2 Includes N,= 1 and also locks the tors ional  degree L' 
of freedom at hinges on a l l  antenna boom 8egmeIlts. 
N L= 3 Includes bJL= 1 and also lock8 the three degrees of 
freedom at the base of each antenna boom. (In this 
mode, = 1 ; t h i s  simulates a rigid  crucifom with 
a single degree of freedom damper boom). 
The& bending option. To include affects of t h e w  bending, 
Set IT = 1 ; Othe2wise set IT = 0 . 
s o b  pressure option. To include effect8 of Solar p2'0SSurS, 
Set NA= i ; o t h e n i s o  set NA= 0 
I n i t i a l  and F i n a l  Conditions 
X ( IfXINIT(1) 11) Twelve initial amplitudes of fundamental RAE s a t e l l i t e  l i b r a t i o n a l  
I= 1,. . . ,l2 
and flexing modes as defined l a t e r  i n  t h i s  Appendix. 
T (~oRBSl1) Total number of o r b i t s   t o  be simulated. 
NR ( IIENRII ) Number of readout# printed per orbit .  
Astmnamical Parameters 
e, ( " I W l )  Eccentricity of o r b i t  
io (11EYZll) Inclination  angle between the noamal t o  t h e  o r b i t a l  plane and the 
north geodetic pole of the oelertial @ere. 
( I r T H Z I I )  Longitude of the  ascending node measured f r o m  the Vernal Equinox. 
*Readout foxmat i s  described later i n   t h i s  Appendix. 
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. . ._ . 
BAE FHED AND DERIVED INHlTS (PART 11) 
Ifub and Boom Parameters 
d . 0 ~  hub -&S) 
Boola MI8 per ait length (Kg. /m. ) 
Total  length  of  each  antenna boom (m. ) 
Length of each sopen t ,  1 = 1, /n 
Length of  duaper boom (m. ) 
Boom cross-section  diameter (at. ) 
Boom w a l l  thickness (m. ) 
Boom wall overlap half angle (rad. ) 
Fbissonts  Ratio 
Modulus of E la s t i c i ty  (Newt. /m. 2, 
11 
)* ( nF(W ) 11) Boom area moments of  iner t ia  about the diametral axes para l l e l  
o(' 2,3 
to &he boom segment Y and a d s  respectivelylc 
hBoor principal axes are  i n  the  directions  defined in the beginning of t h io  Appendix. 
Tho v.luo8 of and 9s are given in Ref. 13 for open r l i t  tuber, but av 
fir0 valid for any tube  with  overlap. 
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f, ( nF(1)") Hultipllcative constant for torsional r igidity (locked slit tube) : 
n ( I I C K ~ )  Themal conductivity  of boom (Kcal/m. sec. O C )  
*W 
JE 
e (nCTW) Temperature coefficient  of  l inear expansion for  boom ("C)" 
(11AWn) Ratio of perforation area t o   t o t a l   m r f a c e  area of the booms. 
( I I X J E l t )  Earth heat flux densitr ,  as given i n  Tq. (A-15); (Kcal./sec.m ). 




Boom absorbtivity to Earth radiation. (For the  RAE simulation 
set equal t o  0.1 i n  equation A-19). 
Boom abaorbtiv5ty t o  Solar radiation. (For the  RAE simulation 
set equal t o  0.05 i n  equation A-19). 
Eauilibrium  Parameters 
K A ,  Firs t   cant i lever  d e  antenna boom t ip   def lec t ion  i n  and out 
( n a 1 1 ,  "QBA") 
of  the undeformed cruciform  plane  respectively (m. ) 
8 (NJMP) S t a t i c  yaw angle  about hub ve r t i ca l  a x i s  due t o  skewed damper 
boomo 
These equilibrium parameters, explained i n  Ref. 12, are used 
i n  the computation of ini t ia l   condi t ions and readouts  described  later in t h i s  Appendix. 
Astronomical Parameters 
a0 
( h i Z l 1 )  Orbital  semi-major a d s  (m. ) 
Wg ( la") Argument of perigee (dog. ) 
to ( 1 l T Z I I )  Time at perigee of  orbit   (sec,  ). NOTE: t 0 at rtult of simulation. 
Na (nND11) Vehicle  launch  date. 
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General Pronru I n m t s  
Following is a Yst of SJrstsa Parameters plus I n i t i a l  and F i n d  
Conditions, as definad in t h e  mRDDUCTION of t h i s  report, applicable to the 
RAE satellite. The A s t r o n d c a l  Parameters, also called f o r  in the  INTRODUCTION, 
are the  mame as those just defined. 
*A conriderable saving in machine time was malised by increasing these values in 
the computational model. Ref. 12 shows that  0- the highest frequencJr (lowsat 
amplitude) osci l la t ions are affected. 
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A t  t h i s  point a brief digression is  i n  order, t o  explain certain subtle 
aspects of druc tura l  d i scre t iaa t ion .  F i r s t  it is  noted that high irequency 
torsional 08CilbtiOn8 (which consume O%Ce88iVU machine tiae in 8imula;tiOn) Can 
be circuppvented through the p r s v i o u s l ~  defined input ( L) . When N, 3 1 
all torsion axes a m  locked;  thus (B-10) is  applied for a( t and 3 only. 
When ~ J L  - 3 pll antenna joints are locked and (B-10) is  bypassed completely. 
Theoretically the rigidity constants for a l l  locked modes should be sem, since 
Eq.  (A-30) provides the necessaq constraint  torque. In practice,  however, snail 
computational imperfections in the  value of t h i s  torque are doubly  integrated  with 
the  dynamical equations. A weak spring and  damper have been placed in the  locked 
torsional  joints,   to.   counteract  this cumulative effect .  
I n  connection with bending moments, Eq. (A-4)  was accompanied .by a 
statement  that   the  rate.  of change of s l o p  ( des /df ) cannot i n  general be 
adequately determined f r o m  a single hinge angle, The inherent accuracy limitations 
of numerical  diffentntiation can, howevem, be dnimised by using a properly 
weighted sum to compute derivatives at each point. For t he  RAE program t h i s  
was accomplished through augmenting t h e  standard internal torque computation* 
as follows: the vector { h E } at every antenna boom hinge ( Js ) i s  trans- 
formed into  the  co-ordinates of each interacting member ( IA, ); the  moult, multiplied 
by the appropriate rigidity matrix [R] and weighting constant, is  included h t he  
to t a l   i n t e rna l  moment acting on tha t  member. The mombere which may interact with 
-he ursct  f o m  of t h i s  refinement w i l l  vary with the   par t icular   s t ructural   topolom, 
but  the method srsnpliiied here will be useful for a wide range of  appllcations. 
It is  noted tha t  a l l  weighting constmts are set t o  %em in t h e   I n i t i a l  Program 
Setup (Part 0). Therefore, in the absence of any subsequent  lntroduotion of 
walght8 in Part I or 11, the  internal  torque  modifications I n  Prrt I V  of the  
General Program will not invalidate  the standard fornulation ( a s .  A-7 and A-8) 
applloable t o   t r u l y  isolated hinges. 
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I 
q gl-n hirye are the hub and the segpsnts in the same @ant a6 the hinge. 
The extent of interaction is dotelainmi from Nswton's divided 'difference formula; 13 
, a thme-sepent planar nodel of u1 mtenn8 boa will serve to illatstrate the 
technique holm. 
- ""+""" p"" -t 
I J-  X=I x=2 x=3 
pig. 4. Segmented  Antenna Boom 
I l& Dlrided Base Tangent Difference 
In tha ac00PPU1Jlne table, attention is first drawn to the fir& two aolumnr. 
me w e  angles csnreprewnt a Y or *  dm component of ( A U ,  
in the p w n t  problm. For a kwar cantlleverd to the Lub ( 8 ,  ) l r  so- at the 
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bass and, since t h e m  shodld be 110 be- w t  at t h e  free end, ( 8,  ) should 
not chonge at X = 3 . In addition t o  the known values of ( 8, ) for each s e p e n t  
(proamably the centers), then, these tm boundary conditions can be used to 
detelrinr the der ivat ive of ( es ). Differentiating Eq. (17) of Ref. 13, 
The internal mments acting on t h e  hub and the inner, central, and outer segments 
would then ba ( - f, 1, ( .f, - f, 1, ( f, - f ), and ( f[ 1, respectively, multiplied 
by the appropriate element of [R 3 . The amount by which t h i s  exceeds the cor- 
responding component of { & [R] g) is  provided by the mpplaenental internal torque 
computations in Part I V  and the  weighting coefficients (Fortran designation WEPSIL”) 
in Part 11 of t he  progrem. 
I I V  r I 
The description of General Program input0 will now continue, u i t h  t he  
damping tensor as the nert  item. Aside f r o m  the previously mentioned Weak 
damprstl i n  the locked modes, the only nonzero value for the present program is  
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I 
located at the first hinge, i t a  value controlled the n 0 - d  damping ratio 
( sd ) as indicated in Eq. (B-2) : 
and a dasoription of hysteresis dtmping (for the case j!d = 0 )  appears later  in 
thir  A p n d i x .  



























4 1  
Whese values dl have the same sign, since the revernal in direction f m m  regment 
mas8 center t o  opposite hinges will be cancelled the sQn reverral In the 
pertinent incidence matrix elsments. 
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I 
J' (GJE1I) Thernal bending constant for Earth radiation as defined by Eq. (A-19). 
J,' (nXJW) Thermal bending constant for solar radiation  as defined Eq. (A-19). 
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This completes the RAE System Parmeter specifications. The initial 
conditions need mopewhat more detailed treatment here because of   the i r   re la t ion  
t o  a Lagrangian formulation of the  RAE s a t e l l i t e ,  12  
I n i t i a l  values for the angular position { direction cosine matrix [exl} 
and angular velocity  vector of each member I of  the  discrete RAE s a t e l l i t e  
model are derived f r o m  the initial conditions of an equivalent flexible continuous 
BBE: satellite modeLi2 First  canti lever mode shape amplitudes of the booms 
are finearly  transformed  into a se t  of flsatelllte modes" (X5 * ). It 
i s  of in t e re s t  t o  exci te   the&  l lsatel l l te  modes11 separately or i n  combination 
i n  the discrete model p g r a m .  Also, nonzero initial values of the fibration 
M e r  angles ( x  x x ) with respect t o  t h e  l o c a l  frame and of the single degree 
of freedom damper angle ( xy. ) f'rom the -continuous model will excite similar 
motion in the discrete  model. Thus the initial values of the twelve quantities 
( xi ) are transformed to  the  in i t i a l  a t t i t ude  o f  each member in the 
discrete model. It i s  noted that there i s  no loss of generali ty i n  set t ing the 
initial derivatives (xi-- -xi2) t o  zero, since motion is  st i l l  excited by initial 
displacements from equilibrium. 
I J  zI 
. 
The transformation from the twelve variables of the continuous model 
t o  each member's a t t i tude in the  discrete model is accomplished separately  for 
the hub and the damper boom, and i n  combination for the antenna boom segments. 
F i r s t ,  the orthogonal transformation from hub t o  local  axes is written as 
(B-18) 
where xi ,x* , and x3 are  the m u ,  pitch, and yaw libration  angles  respectively 
and 8 i s  a s t a t i c  yaw angle of the hub  body axes in equilibrium due to  the skewed 
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' damper boom. The orthogonal transfonnation f r o m  damper principal axes t o  t h e  l o c a l  
frame i s  
where [q] represents the 65 degree hub-to-damper t r a n s f o m t i o n  about 
t he  yaw arir (eee Fig. 3). 
The conversion h p m  the generalized coordinates describing the satellite 
deformation modes t o  any boom segment direction cosine matrix can be separated 
into three steps:  
1. Firs t ,  a l l  in-plane and out of plane t ip  def lec t ions  can be expressed 
as a l i nea r  combination of the sa te l l i t e  f lex ing  mode amplitudes. For axample the 
in-plane and out of plane t ip   def lec t ions  of the lower l e f t  antenna boom are  
and 
where K, and Kg are the i n  and out  of  plane s ta t ic  (equi l ibr ium) t ip  def lect ions,  
respectively. All other boom t ip  def lect ions fol low in a similar fashion f r o m  the 
transformation defined i n  Ref. 12. 
2. In the second s tep,  the elast ic  deformation  Slope i s  computed f o r  
each segment, making use of the first cantilever mode shape. A question immediately 
arises as t o   t h e  method of f i t t i n g  a f i n i t e  number of segments to   the   can t i lever  
curve. The s e s e n t s  could be inscribed or circumscribed, or their mass centers 
could be matched t o   t h e  mode shape function; alternatively, the slope of each segment 
could be chosen t o  match the corresponding portion of strain snergy in the continuous 
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e l a s t i c  curve. Actually, the accompanying Fortran l is t ing USXI none of these 
methods. Instead, the f i r s t  cantilevered -de f'unction was approximated by a least 
squsres f i t ,  giving rise to proportionality Constants (Ai Fortran designation 
nSLSQn) which fix the slopes of t h e  kth segment as 
for any values  of in-plane (WE ) and transverse ( ) t i p  deflection. It 
was then found that ,  for three* segments per boom, the  results could be improved 
through amall  changes in the r e l a t ive  magnitudes of (A& ). Chosen values for t h i s  
caqe (Le., ll = 3) minimised the  i n i t i a l  angular accelerations under equilibrium 
conditione. No further improvements were investigated for other segmented 
~jproximations, but CUFVB fitting is recognited as a possible mans of improving 
future  discretissd  structural  models of t h i s  type. 
Y 
3. Finally, the  transformation i s  computed for segment-to-local co- 
o ~ ~ i n a t e s .  Again using the loner lef t  antenna quadrant as an example, 
when [A] is computed exactly as in Eq. (A-21) using the angles i n  (B-22) 
and (B-23). 
*A three-segment model waI chosen for actual run trials, as a c o m p d r e  between 
aocuraoy and economy of computation. 
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Initial angular rates arise solely from orbital motion since, as 
pr~vlourly utplained, the initial  generalited co-ordinate derivatives 
(Xi,& , . . . . ) are sero. For any member, then,  the initial angular rate 
vector is 
0 .  0 
where ( V ) follows readily Eq. (A-52). 
0 
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The hysterer is  damping torque for the RAE satellite i s  tdten R.om t he  model 




TR = damping torque at the  time nhen x last changed sign, 
Tp = pa& (saturation) daJIper torque, 
11. = exponential rate constant, 
x = angle between damper axis and damper rest position (Le.,  Xk in the 
pmblun at hand), 
AR = damper angle when last changed sign. 
The damper hinge has only one rotat ional  degree of freedom (y-axis of the 
damper boom). The other two degrees of  freedom a m  eliminated  locked modes 
88 descdbd in A p p e n d i x  A. When the input variable fd i s  set t o  cero, 
this hysteresis torque replaces the  usual (linear) computation for dunping torques 
in part Iv. 
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RAIs EEdDouT DERIVATIONS AND FORMATS 
The readouts consist of (1) constant parameters printed only once per 
computer run, and (2) variable parameters computed and printed out at  multiple 
internal8 drurlng t he  simulated o r b i t a l  period. The format will appear a8 writ ten 
below. 
Conrtant Readouts 
QI ITIAL CONDITIONS n 
'11" (Xt ) "2" (X,) . . . e  etc., t o  ( Xi*) 
Sunline vector components i n  inertial  coordinates:  
Variable Readouts 
A t  integral  multiples  of TO/NR (where To = z n  rn NE is the 
orbital  period) the computationa itemized below are perfom& and readouts pi.inted. 
(1) Time and satellite position { direction cosine elslnents of the tranafoimotion 
bJ from l o c a l  t o  i n e r t i a l  co-ordinates;   inertial  -8 are defined  the 
Vornal Equinox ( + X  ) and the north geodetic pole (+ L ) 1 : 
t8T = HRS 1' 11 SATEXtJIrn '1 
D13 D23 D33 
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( 2 )  When the s ight l ine f r o m  the satellite to the  sun i s  not obstructed by the  
Earth, t h i s  will be indicated by t he  readout 1 I I N  SUN"; the r e d o u t  I W A U I W n  
appaarr during eclipse. 
(3) Attitude of the reference axes of the composite satell i te with r e a p c t   t o   l o c a l  
-4 
where r is  the  s ta t ic   o f fse t   angle  of the x - E  plane w i t h  -HUB -HUB 
t he   o rb i t a l  w e :  
e' u. e: 
(4) Attitude of the damper boom with respect  to  its reference position: 
IIDAH~ERII 
'23 '31 '12 
( 5 )  Antenna boom deformation is characterired by lateral deflections, both in 
and out of the crucifom reference plane,  for the t ip of each r epen t .  The 
in-plane and out-of-plane deflections a m  the 3rd and 2nd componentr 
respectively of a deflection vector d, i , where ( i ) i r  the  reCIprent index 
number. Since the deflection a t  t h e   t i p  of any segment includes the deflections 
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uhen 4 l e  t h e  i n d a  nmber of the aegpent t ip .  To atart the  mcursion, 
the valuer of d3 , - d d  4, - 5 , and - d 6 are computed from the last 
torr of the 8am ~ m s b i o n ,  (B-29). The relativo twist angle (rad.) betrsen 
rdjacent llbpbbc8 is computed fYom the trace angle ( A ) and the X-axis 
component of the deformation eigenvector for the hinge connecting 
thoso mmters; ( x ) and 2 are defined in 6qs. (A-2) and  (A-3) , 
X W ~ O C ~ I ~ ~ .  
The nDBFOEWLTION1' format i s  as follows: 
BO- number (K) 1 2 3 
"IN"" d33 
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. . . 0 . . 





'31 d41 d51 d61 
471 d91 
0 . . 
4 . . . 
(6) The amplitudes of  the sa te l l i t e  fla modes are computed from the 
antenna boa tip deflect ions and printed out. The computation is the 
12 
exact inverse of the operation used t o  find tip  def lect ions from flexing 
-de amplitudes, described earlier in this Appendix. 
For ample, the in-pll(ne neutral node amfltude is: 




The RAE segmented model program presented here has been successfully run 
in   For t ran  I V  single precision on the  Univac 1108 and has been found i n  agreement 
with the independent Lagrangian analysis of Ref. 12. While many of the Fortran 
statements are self-explanatory or follow readily from previous discussion, 
understanding of the overall computational scheme i s  enhanced in several  instances 
by the  accompanying  comments, referrals to equations, cross-references between 
different parts of the  program, etc. It w i l l  be reiterated here that usage 
of the program for other satell i te configurations will not require knowledge of the 
mater ia l  in  these Appendices. Program ut i l izat ion for  general  purposes c a l l s  
f o r  1) a l l  inputs specified in the INTRODUCTION of this  report ,  and 2) Parts 0, 
111, and I V  of the present listing (with present FORMAT and WRITE statements 
replaced by desired readouts for the particular problem under considerationst), 
augmented  by the accompanying subroutines ICE, INTEG, INVERT, and XSIKEQ, plus 
card Nos. 55-58 which provide necessary zero resets for each program run. It 
should be noted tha t  t he  hinge interactions, solar pressure forces, thermal 
bending, and hysteresis damping present i n  Part I V Y  unless actuated by inputs  in  
Parts I and 11, are  de-activated by the  cards  at   the end  of Part 0. I f  s imilar  
e f f e c t s   a r e   t o  be included i n  a simulation for another satellite configuration, 
the following minor modifications are needed: 
(1) Elastic coefficients derived on pages 38-40  must be co-ordinated 
with the appropriate satellite geometry, necessitating logic changes i n  cards 818-8448. 
+Note that deletion of the  computations associated with readouts in  the present  program 
(e.g., calculations involving the Fortran designation llSDll) i s  optional. 
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(2) The geometry of each member wil l  determine i t s  response t o  
1 
solar radiation pressure; card Nos. 64.6-652 will be replaced accordingly i f  
solar pressure  effects  are  to be taken into account. 
(3) The thermal bending formulation was derived i n  terms of lengths 
between centers of adjacent members (See discussion preceding Eq. A-10).  When 
t h i s  is  not uniform throughout the structure, simple logic must be introduced 
into the computation (for the RAE t h i s  is done by card Nos. 722-724). 
( 4 )  Nonlinear damping and/or spring action can easi ly  be simulated by 












































3a k A S t  = 0 
9999 COIqTI'\lUE 
Provisions f o r  running more than one case. 
kASt = KASE+ i  
STP1 = T/hl)!.dC 
IF (Ki3GC .k(J. 0 )  GO TO 1970 













































K B B C  = 0 
WRITE 1611971) STPl Readout for  numerical integration  step size. 
1971 FORMAT .tlHlE18.5) 
1970 CONTINUE 
READ I591901 NL~MA, ITHERMTNPBITHL,EYZJEFIEMRIDRBS,FD,SD~ 
190 FORMAT 1411,7F10.0) 
R E A D  (5,19011 X I N I T  
IF INL . E Q o  3 )  NPB = 1 Antenna base  lock i s  allowed only for  the   r ig id  cruciform. 
1901 FORMAT (6F10.0) 
C 
C PART I 1  
C 
DO 1031 J=1,38 
G A M ? J )  = 0.0 
DO 1031 I=lr78 
LO31 SQU(I,J) = 0.0 
DO 1032 l = l r  26 
DO 1032 J=1,3 
1032 S D l I 1 J l  = 0.0 
00 1029 J = 116 
1029 SLSQi J l  = 0. 
GO TO See pages L5-46. 
1033 SLSQ( 1) = 595386 
S L S Q I Z )  = 1040461 
GD TO 1038 
1034 CONTINUE 
SLSO(l.1 = -5461 
SLSQ(2) = 1.1432 
SLSQl3) = 1.3107 1 Obtained from min imum i n i t i a l  Id ‘4‘ /dt  I ai; crpilibrium; slopes fop 2, 4 ,  5 or 6 segments  were obtained by least squares. 
GO TO 1038 
1035 SLSOi1) = .321406 
SLSQI2I = 1.01717 
StSQ(3) = 1.28445 
S t S Q f 4 )  = 1.37697 
GO TO 1036 
SLSQ4 2 )  = .865497 
1036 SLSQL1)  = ,261152 
S L S Q ( 3 )  = 1.1645 
S L S O ( 4 )  = 1033302 
SLSQI5) = 1.37583 
GO TO 1038 
1037 SLSQflf = 021987 
SLSQ(2I = 0750147 
I 
86 SLS013) = 1.04962 
87 SLSQ(41 1.25421 Damper exponential  constant. 
88 SLSQf51 = 1.34979 
89 SLSQ16) = 1.37636 
90 1038 CONTINUE at  0.4506 radian) when expressed i n  English units corresponds t o  
92 TPH=.4506 
93 TRH = 0.0 
94 
Hysteresis 
95 so0 = 1.0 
96 
init ial izat ion 
98 XJE = 5-'67E-08~246.0a~4/4184. 
99 DO 11000 1 ~ 1 ~ 6  
100 DO 11000 J = l *  7 
101  11000 EPSIL11,JI = 0.0 
102 613 TO 3 1 1 0 0 4 ~ 1 1 0 0 8 ~ 1 1 0 0 5 r 1 1 0 0 6 ~ 1 1 0 0 7 ~ 1 1 0 0 9 ~ ~ N P B  See page 40. 
103  11C 8 EPSILIlrl) = -13./6. 
104 EPSICflr21 = 7./3. 
105 EPSILilp31 = -1o/6* 
UI 106 EPS1Lt2~11 = 5./6* 
107 EPSIL42v21 = -1. 
108 fPSIL(Zr3) = l o i 6 e  
109 GO TO 11004 
110 11005 CQNTiNUE 
111 EPSlLiloll = -33../15. 
112 EPSIL(lt2) = 11./5. 
113 EPSIL(1931 = -2./15. 
114 EPSILf 2s 1) = 41./60. 
115 EPSfLt2r2f = -4./5. 
116 EPSIL12s31 = 1*/6m 
117 EPSIL(2r4I = -1./20. 
118 EPSIL(3,l) = -3./20. 
119 EPSILf3r2) = 1./5. 
120 EPSIC(3r31 = -1./6. 
121 EPSILI394) = 7./60. 
122 GO Tn 11004 
123 11006 CONTINUE 
124 EPSILllrl) = -31./15. 
125 EPSILtlrZI = 11*/5o 
126 EPSILllr3) = -20/15. 
127 EPSILI2,l) = 41-/60. 
128 EPSXL(2r2) = - 4 . / 5 .  
normalized hysteresis saturation torque (e uivalent to the net 
spring torque on an isolated damper,  skewed at  85" and inclined 
91 SIGH = f7r 1.05 x f t . l b .  - See card No. 461, 
AHDDT = 0. 
97 XJS = 3,OE+O8+SPC/4184. Eq. A-16. 
A-15. 

172 EPSIL13951 = -1o/24. 
173 EPSIL(4.3) = 10/240 
174 EPSILt4.4) = -1./8. 
175 EPSIL(4r51 = 1./8. 
176   EPS iL44~61  = -1./24. 
177 EPSILISr41 = 1./240 
178  EPSiL(5-5) = -1./80 
179  EPSIt(5q6) = 2-/15. 
180  EPSILfSr71 = -1./20. 
l a 1  EPSIL(6r5I  = 1./24. 
182  EPSILi696) = -19./120. 
183  EPSILIbr7) = 7./60. 
1134 11004 CONTI NU€ 
1 8 5  TZ = 0.0 
186 WL = 0.0 
187 A2 = 0.123BE+08 
188 
190 c 
191  C FAIRCHILD BOOM 
192 c 
193 ELB = 750.*.3048 Antenna length i n  meters. 
1Y4  103 SL = ElB/ENPB Segment length. 
196 E = .117E+12 
197  3418 AW = 0.0 Value of E used i n  Eq. B-10 includes  effects of perforations. 
198 PDR = 0.3 Poisson( s ratio, 
Senimajor axis for 6COO Km. altitude. 
March 21. ND = BO 
ENPB = NPB 1 a9 
195 THK = .508E-04 Boom wall thickness, 
199 EMB = 0.480E-03*14~5939/0.3048 Linear mass density of booms (kg./m. ). 
2 00 CK = 0.031 Thermal conductivity of booms (page 36). 
20 2 OLA = 0.1 Small overlap angle due t o  interlocking at seam; not cri t ical ,  
201 D I A  = 0.587/39.37 
2 0 3  CTE = 0.0 
2 04 I F  (ITHERM .NE. 0 )  CTE = 1.87E-05- coefficient of thermal expansion. 
205 F i 2 )  = . 1 2 5 * D I A * * 3 ~ T H K ~ ~ P I + ~ L A + S I N ~ O ~ A ~ ~ C O S I O L A ~ - Z . O ~ S T ~ ~ ~ l A ~ * ~ Z /  
206 l (PI+OLA) Eq. B-3. 
207 F ( 3 )  = .125*DiA**3+THK*tPI+OLA-SINo+COS(OLA~*COS~OLA~~ Eq. B-4. 
208 F I 1 1  = O o 5 / ( l + P O R ) * ~ F ( 2 ) + F ~ 3 ~ )  Eq. B-5. 
209 DO 104 I = 193 
211 X J E  = ECB/4.O/ENPB/CK/THK*Oe l*CTE*DIA*XJE 
2 13 N = 4+NPB+2 Segments,  hub, and damper. 
2 14 N3 = 3*N 
2 10  104 F I T )  = E*F(I)*(l.O-AH)/SL Eq. B-10; see  card No. 368. 














































NH = N-1 Allowable error  per  integration  step  forangular  r tes  (rad./sec). 
E E E ~ =  1.0~-04/2.0 - Allowable error  per  integration  step  for  direction  cosines. 
EEEl=l.OE-06/2.0 / 
DO 5555 I=lrN3 
5555 ERL(I1 = EEfl 
M12 = 12*N 
NNNN = N3+1 
DO 5556 I=NNNN*N12 
OKA = 35-57 
QBA = -9830 Equilibrium  parameters  (Ref,  12, Case 2). 
Q G A M  = .1131 I 
OD 7301 1~1975 
7301 M I ( I 1  = 0 
7303 NC = 2 
GO TO (7303y7304r7305)*NL See pages 34 and 43. 
M I i 1 )  = 1 
M I ( ? )  = 2 
GO TO 7401 
MI(1) = 1 
MI(3) = 2 
DO 7307 I=2yNM 
7304 NC = N 
M = 3*( 1-11+1 
GO TO 7401 
7307 M I f H )  = 1+1 
7305 NC = 14 
QKA = 0-0 
QBA = 0.0 1 Values for   r ig id  cruciform. QGAM = .0623134 
MI{1) = 1 
MIt3) = 2 
DO 7308 1 ~ 4 ~ 1 5  
7308 M l f  I )  = 1-1 
7401 CONTINUE / 
Assumed  hub dimension; not a t  a l l  c r i t i ca l .  
EL1 = 1.5*0.3048 
ELD = C B R T ( 1 2 ~ / E M B * 1 o O E + 0 4 * 1 4 ~ 5 9 3 9 * . 3 0 4 8 * a 2 )  D per  l ngth  corresponding t o  
EM( 13 = 10.52*14.5939 13 slug-ft. 2 
EM( 2) = ELD*EMB 
105 E M I I )  = ELB*EMB/ENPB 
DO 105 1 = 3 t N  













































GO TO 114 
110 AE(€I = 0,5*PI*EL1**2 Sphere; Eq. B-15. 



























































































R H 0 1 2 t 3 t l l   S I N ( P I / 3 = )  
RHU(3t3,l) = SINIPI/3.) 
RH0(4tl ,3) = SINfPI/3.I  
RHO( 5,1931 = SIN(PI/3o 
RH0(2,1,3) = -S INIPI /3o)  
RH0(3t , l t31 = -SIN(PI/3.) 
RH0(4r3tl) = -SIN(P1/3,1 
RH0(5,3,1) = - S I N ( P I / . 3 . 1  
I F  (NPB .EQo 1) GO TO 5072 
D0.123 i = 69H 
DO 123 K = 193 
Eq. B-13. 
123 RHO4I ;KeK)  = 1. 
5072 CONTINUE 
M = N-1 
00 127 I = 1 r M  
00 127 J = 193 
DO 127 K = 1 t 3  
R ( 1 r J r K f  = 0.0 
127 RPIIrJtK) = 000 
I F . t N L  o E Q o  3 )  GO T O  5073 Rigid  Cruciform, 
IOL = 1 
I F  (NL .EO. 2) i O L ' =  2 Locked torsional modes. 
00 128 1=2rH 
DO 128 J=IQLt3 
1 2 8  R(IIJIJ) = F f J )  See card No. 210. 
IF INL o N E o  21 GO TO 1289 
5073 CONTINUE 
DO 1288  I=lrNR 
OUR(2tZ) = 
DURt3r3) = R 4 2 ~ 3 t 3 )  Used f o r  interacting hinges, 
XC = CDS(XINITI1))  
YC = COS(XINITi2)I  
Zt = CDS(QGAM+XINI 
XF = S I N I X I N I T f l l l  
YF = SIN(XINIT I211 


























































































IF I Y Y S + Z Z S  .LTo 1.E-30) TH(I9212)  = 
IF.IYYS+ZZS .LTo 1-E-30) T H ( 1 ~ 3 9 3 )  = 1.0 
} - Resolution of possible singularity. 
DO 1813 1 1 = 1 ~ 3  
DO 1813 JJ=1,3 
D V E C I I I y J J )  = 0.0 
DO 1813 KKz1 .3  
1813  DVECIIIvJJ) = D V E C I I I , J J ) + R H O I K t l , K K , I I ) * T H ~ I , K K , J J )  
DO 1814 I I = l r 3  
DO 1814  JJ=ls3 
TH4Ip i I ,JJ)  = 0.0 
DO 1814 KK=lr3 
1814  TH(1,I loJJ) = THlIplI,JJ)+TH(l,i~rKK)*DVEC~KKIJJ) 
1812 CONTINUE 
00 1815 I = l r N  
DO 1815 J = l r 3  
CAM = -SQRT(FMU)*TZ/AZ**1.5 
1815 UH(J I I )  = T H ( I , 2 r J ) ~ S Q R T ( F M U ) / A Z ~ * 1 = 5 * ( l o ~ 2 o O ~ E Z * C O S ~ C A ~ )  
1 + 2 o 5 * E Z ~ * 2 * t 0 S ~ 2 o 0 * C A M ) + 1 . 0 / 1 2 . 0 * E Z ~ ~ 3 ~ ~ 3 9 o * C O S ~ 3 o O ~ C A ~ 1 ~ 3 o O *  
1 COS(CAMII1 ~ q .  B-25. 
TPH = TPH+tSOl-lo0)*(3.+SIN(DANG - Q G A M I * s 2 ) * A ( 2 t 2 , 2 ) * F M U ~ A Z * * 3  - See card Nos. 92 and 376, 
WRITE (6,4916) 
4916 FORMAT (lH130X33HRAE  SATELLITE DYNAMICS SIMULATION) 
WRITE t S, 491 8) NPB* NL E 
4918 FORMAT (lHO22X19HFAIRCHLLD BOOMS OF I l r l 9 H  SEGMENTS PER BOOM. 5X 
l5HNL = 1395X4HE = E10.4) 
I F  ( ITHERM -NE. 0) WRITE (6.4919) 
4919 FORMAT (lH034X24HTHERMAL EFFECTS  INCLUDED1 
4920 FORMAT IlH029X31HSOLAR PRESSURE  FFECTS INCLUDED) 
I f  1NA .NE. 01 H R I T E  (604920)  
WRITE (6,4921) SDltFO 















































WRITE (6049221 AZ~THZ,EYZIEZ,ENR 
4922 FORMAT ~ X H 0 1 6 X 5 H O R B I T 5 X 1 H A E l 2 ~ 5 ~ 5 X l H O E l 2 ~ 5 ~ 5 X l H i E l Z ~ 5 r 5 ~ l H € € l ~ ~ ~ ~  
1 5X5HNR = F3.0) 
WRITE (6,49231 ORBS 
4923 FORMAT (lH030X19HSIMULATION TO LAST F6-3r7H ORBITS) 
X I N I T l T I  = XINIT(7)-2-*QBA 
X I N I T ( 8 t  = XINIT18]-2.*QKA 
WRITE (6,4924) ~frXINIT(I)vI=l~l'i!) 
e924 FORMAT I iH035XlSHINITIAL CONDITIONS//( 159E10.41  15rE10-4r15v 
1 E 1 0 ~ 4 r I 5 r E f 0 ~ 4 r I 5 r E 1 ~ ~ 4 1 I 5 ~ E 1 0 ~ 4 ~ I  
CG = COS(QGAMI 
SG = SIN(QGAM) 
C 
C PART I f 1  
C 
IPART = 3 
CAPM = 0.0 
DO 3299 I=l,N 
3299 CAPM = CAPH+EM{II T o t a l  mass. 
EN2 = SQRTtFMU)/AZ**1.5 
PZ = AZ*Il.O-EL**Z) Used in Eq. A-46, 
E Y Z  = EYZ*PI/lBO. 
THZ = THL*PI/180. 
TO = 2 . 0 * P i / E N Z  
CAP1 = TO*DRBS Duration of run (seconds) 
XIF = SIN(EYZ1 
X I C  = COSiEYZl 
THF = S I N I T H Z )  
THC = COSITHZ) 
WZ = WZ*PI/LBO- 
PSXS = 2o*PI*FLQAT(No-80)/365.- Eq. A-50. 
XIS = 23,5*PI/180. 
SIGDP41) = COStPSIS) 
SIGOP(3) = SINlXIS)*SIN(PSIS) 
SIGDP4ZI = C O S ( X I S ) * S I N i P S I S )  Eq. A-51, 
WRITE (699741 SiGOP 
974 FORMAT I lH05X3HSUN7X3E16.71 
00 420 I = l r N M  NOTE Background f o r  remainder of P a r t  I11 is contained i n  Ref. 3. 





















































FORMAT (1H  1 
DO 4705 I=ltN3 
IALF = l+MOU(I-lr3) 
]CAP = lt(I-IALF)/3 
DO 470 J = L P N ~  
IBET = l+MOi)  (J-1 v 3 1 
JCAP = l+(J-IBET)/3 
IF (ICAP-JCbP)  470,370ir47n 
CONTIIJUE 
TAU = 0. 
IF (IALF-IGET) 4702~4703r47n2 
CONT I NU€ 
IF(IALF.EQ.IBET) TAU = 
~ P S I ( ~ * I C A P r 3 * I C A P ) + P S I ( 3 * I C ~ P ~ l r 3 * I C A P - l ~ + P S I ~ 3 ~ I C A P D ~ r ~ * ~ ~ A ~ ~ ~ ~  
0702 CONTINUE 
TAU = TAU-PSI(IrJ) 
A(ICAPIIALFIIBET) = A(ICAP~TALFIIRET)+TAU Constant augmented inertia matrix. 
u70 CONTINUE 
4705 CONTINUE 
DO 480 I = 1rN3 
IALF = l+MOC(I-lr3) 



















































8 0 0  
C 
810 
5 0 0  



































































































DO 145 JJ = 1 0 3  













































~ W M ( ~ ~ J ) + ~ ~ ) + ~ ~ ~ , Z I ~ ~ ~ ~ M ~ Z , J ) * W M ~ ~ ~ J )  
U13) = B I J , I t l ) * W M ( l r J ) * W M 1 3 , J ) + B ( J , ~ t 2 ) * ~ ~ [ 2 t J ~ * ~ ~ ( 3 t J )  
~ - B ( J ~ I ~ ~ ) * ( W M { ~ T J ) ~ * Z + W H ( ~ ~ J ) * * Z ~  
00 7 2 0  K = 193 
720  Q(ICON+K) = Q ( I C O N + K ) + C A P M * ( P ( K , L ) + U ( l ) + P ( K t 2 ) * U ( 2 ) + P ( K , 3 ) * U ( 3 )  1 - Eq. u d  of Ref* 3. 
7210 CONTINUE 
GO TO 147t 148) p IS 
148 DO 149 JJ = 193 
K = 3 * I I - l ) + J J  
149 G(K1 = G(K)+P(JJ, l ) *UP( l )+PfJJ12)+UP12)+PIJJ13)*UP(3)  Add  moment of solar 
147 CONTINUE pressure  force. 
730 CONTINUE 
DO 6 5 0  I = 1 t N  
ICON = 3*(1-1) 
DO 6500  J=ltNM 
IF ( S ( I r J l - l o O )  6500r73596500 
735 K A Y  = 0 
DO 560 K = 1 r N  
IF(KoEQ.1) G O  TO 560 
I F ( S ( K t J 1 )  555t560t555 
555 IF(KAYoNE.01 GO TO 920 1 Location of adjacent members for  internal torques, K A Y  = K 560 CONT  IMUE IF(KAYoLE.0) GO TO 920 IF(SIKAYoJ)+lo)  920t565p920 
L I S  = IS 
DO 150 I 1  = l r 3  
150 D E L T t I I )  = 0.0 
565 TRACE = 0.  
/ NO thermal effects  at  damper hinge. IF(J-EQ.1L GO TO 151 
DELTIZ) = - S C R F * X J E + T H ( 1 , 3 ~ 3 ) + X J S * ( S I G ( 3 r I ~ - O . 4 * S C R F * T H ~ I t 3 ~ 3 ~ ) *  
1~ZIS-l.Ot 
l ( Z I S - 1 . 0 )  
Eq. A-18. 
Q. A-20. DELT(3) = - S C R F * X J E * T H ( I , 3 ~ 2 ) + X J S s ( S I G ( 2 t I ) - O . 4 * S C R F * T H ~ I ~ 3 , 2 ~ ) *  
IF ( J  .EQ. 1 ,OR. J o G T o  5) GO TO 151 
DELT(21 = DELT(2)/2o 
DELT(3) = OELT(3)/2. 
See discussion a t  beginning of  Appendix C. 
151 CONTINUE 
YYY = DELT(2) 
ZZZ = DELT(3) 
Y Y S  = YYY**2 
zzs  = z22**2 













































DDRD(Lo1) = SQUR 
DDRDt 192) = -2ZZ 
DDRDt 193)  = - Y Y Y  
DDRD(29 11 = Z Z Z  
DORD(2121 = ( Y Y S + Z Z S ~ S Q U R ) / ( Y Y S + Z Z S )  Eq. A-21. 
00RD12s3) = Y Y Y * Z Z Z * i S Q U R - l o O I / ( Y Y S + L Z S )  
ODRD(3*1) = Y Y Y  
ODRD(392) = DDRD(2931 
DDRD(3931 = l Z Z S + Y Y S * S Q U R ) / ( Y Y S + Z Z S l  
I F  ( Y Y S + Z Z S  .LT. 1.E-30) DDRD(292) = 1.0 
I F  ( Y Y S + Z Z S  .LT. 1.E-301 DDRD13y3) = 1.0 i n  Eq. A-21. 
DO 11119 I I = 1 9 3  
00 11119 JJ=1,3 
RHOPIJ* I IgJJ )  = 0.0 
DO 11119 KK=1?3 
1 Elimination of possible indeterminacy 
11119 R H O P I J ~ I I ~ J J )  = RHOP(J,II,JJ)+DDRD(II,KK)*RHO~J,KK,JJ) Eqs. A-9 and A-21. 
152 CONTINUE 
DO 570 K = 193 
DO 570 L = 1 p3 
VPfK tL l  = 0. 
DO 570 JJ = 193 
570 V P I K o L )  = V P ( K o L I + T H ~ I s J J v K ) * T H i K A Y s J J p L 1  
DO 5 9 0  K = 193 
DO 580 L = 193 
V(KoL1 = 0 .  
DO 580 I 1  = 193 
580 V ( K T L )  = V ( K o L ) + V P ( L , I I ) * R H O P ~ J , K ~ I I )  Eq. A-1. 
590 T R A C E  = TRACE+V{KpK) 
I F  ( A B S ( V Q L p 2 ) ~ + A B S t V I l r 3 ) ) + A B S ~ V ( Z ~ 3 1 )  .LT. -011  GO T O  603 Off-dia   onal   vector  element 
LAMB = -5*(TRACE-l. 1 for smah angles. 
IFfABS(GAMB).LT.l.) GO T O  595 
CAME = SIGN1 lo TCAMB 1 A v e r r i d e s  small numerical error, 
595 AMBDA = ACOSICAMB)  Eq.  A-2. 
C E IGEMVECTDR OF/V/ See Eq. A-3. 
IF iABS(V(293) )  .GToABS(VI 1 9 2 )  1 )  GO TO 596 
I F ( A B S ( V ( l r 3 ) ) . G T . A B S ( V ( l o 2 ) ) 1  GO TO 597 
u t 1 1  = V(l,21*V~2,3)-Vll*3)*(V~2,21-1.) 













































00 4872 IJK = 1 9 3  
4872 UPt .2 )  = U P I 2 ) + K 1 J r K , I J K 1 ~ U I i ~ K ~  Damper  spr!ng toSque (Rigidity  coefficient 
U P ( 2 )  = AMBDA*UP(Z)+THH assumed flxed, l.e., no  darnper stops). 
WKPS = W K P i Z )  
AMBOS = SAMBDA 
GO TD 630 
4871 CONTINUE 
00 620 C = 193 
U P I K )  = U P I K ) + R P ( J ? K s C l + ( k K P ~ L ) - W ~ ~ ~ , ~ ) )  - Dampine* 
620 DUN = D U N + R . L J s K o L ) * U ( L )  
UP( K )  = U P I  K 1 +A4Y.RDA*DUM 1 Damping plus spring torque. 
630 E L ( I C O N + K )  = ELIICUF;I+C l + U P I K )  Internal torque. 











































































































9 2 0  














9 3 5  












7654 FORMAT (lH05E18.51 
820 CONTINUE 
GO TO 800 B ypasses the hysteresis dampsr computation for  general program ut i l iza t ion  - See card No. 30. 
KBBC = KBBC+l 
IF (FD .GT.  1.E-05) GO TO 800 / 
AMDDT = WKPS-MM(2r21 Time derivative of damper angle -- See card No. 807. 
SNN = SIGN(leOsAMDDT1 
IF (ABS(SNN+SOO) o G T e  1.5) GO TO 4887 denotes no polarity change i n  hysteresis 
TRH = THH 
AWBDR = AMBDS 3 damper angle  derivative e -Reset values fo r  Eq, B-26. 
4887 SOD = SNN 
GO TO 800 
830 CONTINUE 



































































































DO 1 6 8   I I = 2 r 3  
SO( INDX.11) = 0.0 
DO 1 6 8  J J = I ~ ~  
168 S O l I N D X r I I )  = S D 1 I N D X ~ I 1 ) + D V E C ~ I f r J J ) * I H ( I N D X I J J ~ l )  
165 CONTINUE 
166 CONTINUE 
- Eq. B-290 
DO 169 1€=203  
DO 169 J J = T r N  
169 S D i J J s I I )  = SD(JJ,II)+SD(JJ-4rfI) 
URITE (6,953) iSD(Jt3)pI = 3 r N )  
WRITE ( 6 , 9 ! 5 4 ) ( S D ~ I t 2 ) r l  = 3 r N )  
WRITE t 6 t 9 5 5 ) ( 5 D ~ I , l ) r I  = 30Nl 
953 FORMAT ( l H 0 3 0 X l l H D E F O R M A T I O N / 4 X 8 H I N  PLANE / (  15X4E16.7) I 
954 FORMAT (4X12HOUT OF PLANE / ( 15X4€16e7)  1 
DO 3330 I = 1 9 4  
J = 4*NP8-2+1 
ZINtI)=SDlJ93) 
3330 Y I N J I )  = S G I J s . 2 )  
X I N I T ( 5 )  = - 0 . S g I Y I N 1 3 ) + Y I N ( 4 ) - Y I N I 1 ) - Y I N ( Z ) )  
X I N I T 1 6 )  = - 0 , 5 * ( Z I N 1 3 ) + Z I N ( 4 ) + Z I h ( l l + Z I N ( 2 ) )  
X I N I T ( 7 )  = - 0 . 5 * ( Y I N ( 3 ) - Y I N I 4 ) - Y I M l f l + Y I N 1 2 1 ) - 2 . 0 s Q B A  
X I N I T ( 8 )  = - 0 . 5 * I Z I N ( 3 ) - Z I N 1 4 ) + Z I N ( 1 ) - Z f N 1 2 ) ) - 2 . O ~ ~ K A  Eq. B-31. 
X I N I T ( 9 )  = - 0 . 5 * 4 Z I N ( 3 ~ + Z I N ( 4 D - Z I N ~ l ~ - Z I N I Z I  1 
XINIT(101 = - 0 ~ 5 * ( Y I N ( 3 l + Y I N ( 4 ) + Y I N ( l ~ + Y ~ N ( 2 ~ )  
XINIT4111 = - 0 0 5 * ~ Z I N ~ 3 ~ - Z I N f 4 1 - ~ I N ~ l ~ + Z I ~ ~ 2 ~ ~  
X I N I T I l 2 )  = - 0 . 5 ~ ( Y I N ( 3 f - Y I N ~ 4 ) + Y I N (  11-YIN(Zl) 
WRITE 1699511) X I N I T ~ 5 ~ o X T N I T 1 6 ~ ~ X I N I T ~ 7 ~ ~ X I N I T ~ 9 ~ ~ X I N I i ~ l O ~ ~  
~ X I M I T ~ ~ ~ ~ P X I N I T ~ ~ ~ ~ X I M I T ( ~ ~ ~  
9511 FORMAT t lH027X15HSATELLITE MODES/ /4X4HROLL9XE10.4 ,5X5HPITCH 
18XE10049 5 X . 3 H Y A W 1 0 X E 1 0 o 4 / / 4 X 1 2 H L O N G I T U D I N A L L X E l O ~ 4 ~ 5 X 7 H L A T E ~ A ~  
2 6 X E l O o 4 p 5 X 8 H V E R T I C A L 5 X E l O ~ 4 ~ / 4 X 1 6 k i I N  PLANE NEUTRALSXE10.4, 
36XZOHOUT OF PLANE NEUTRAL6XE10.4) 
I F  1 T  ,GT, C A P T )  GO TO 9999 Duration of program run. 
TP = T+TR 
GO TO 800 
GO TO 800 
C ERROR STOPS 
GO TD 990 
GO TO 990 
840 CONTINUE 
2080  FORMAT(1Hlp30X36HBEGZN INTEGRATION, PRINT INTERVAL = F 8 . 4 / / / 1  
900 WRITEf6p3100) I P A R T  












9 2 0   W R I f E ( 6 s 3 1 2 0 ) 8 S ~ K 1 J )  r K = l r N )  
990 WRITEI6p3000)  
999 GO TO 9999 
950 FORMAT (1H15X4HT = E16.7r6H HOURS5X9HSATELLITE3X3E16.7~4XAb)  
955 FORMAT (4XSHTWIST  / (15X4E16.7))  
3000 FORMAT(lHO~lSX,18H***  ERROR  STOP ***I 
3100 FORHATI lH0~1OX14HOVERFLOH( PART 13) 
3110 FORMATIlHO~lOX~21HSINGULAR M A T R I X ,  PART I 3 1  
3120 FORWAT(lHOslOXg24HBAD COLUMN I N  M A T R I X  / S / / / [ 1 5 F 6 . 1 l J  
END 
Subroutines 
Following are  l is t ings for  s tandard Westinghouse subroutines ICE, 
INTEG, INVERT, and XSIMEQ. For theoretical descriptions of these computational 
schemes the reader i s  referred to  'IStandard Subroutines Used by Westinghouse 
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4 1  
42  114 
SUBROUTINE I C E  ( ~ o T T , T P , M N , Y , D Y , F , L , I N ~ E X i I , K P R I I E R L )  
DIMENSION E R L l 1 )  
DfHENSION OUMPRI312) 
DIMENSION Y ( l ) , D Y ( l ) , F I l )  
D I M E N S I O N  Y (  1) o D Y I 1 )  ,F( 1) 
T = TT 
IC-IG 
GO 10 i l O l r l O 2 ) r I G  
J =  1 
L = 2  
M = O  
TS = T 
DD 106 K = 1 r N  
K 1  = K+3*N 
1(2 = Kl+N 
K 3 = N + K  
FfKli = Y f K 1  
F I K 3 f  = F f K l C  
FtK2)  = O Y t K )  
GO TO 402 
J = J + l  
I F L J - I  1 103,1030104 
L = l  
GO TO 402 
H = H+1 
60 TO 1 1 0 0 p 2 0 0 ~ 3 0 0 ~ 4 0 0 1 r L  
CALL ENTEGITpDTr  N I Y ( € I ~ D Y ( ~ I ~ F ( L ~ ~ J P [ I  
GO TO ~ 1 1 0 1 1 2 0 r 1 3 0 l  r M  
DO 111 K = 1sN 
K 1  = K+N+N 
F ( K 1 1  = Y ( K I  
K 1  = K+3*N 
K 2  = K1tN 
K 3 = N + K  
Y t K )  = F (K1)  
F ( K 3 1  = F I K 1 )  
D Y ( K I  = F i K 2 )  
DO 113 K = 1 p N  
T = T S  
I F ( T 1  1 1 4 , 1 1 6 ~ 1 1 4  








A A I t O l O O  
A A E C O l l O  
AAICOl20 
AAIC0130 





AAI f0190  
AMGO200 












































6 9  
70 
7 1  
72 





7 8  








115 M = 0 A A I C O 4 l O  
GO TO 402 A A I  C0430 
i = 4  AAIC0420 
116 DT = .5*H AAIC0440 
H =  1 A A I t 0 4 5 0  
J = l  AAIC0460 
GO TO 300 AALC0470 
K 1  = K+N AAfC0490 
1 2 1  F ( K 1 )  = Y { K )  A A  IC0 500 
M =  2 AhIC0510 
J = l  AAIC0520 
I G  = 2 AAIC0530  
L = l  AAIC0540 
GO TO 402  AAIC0550 
130 DO 1 3 1  K = 1 r N  AAIC0560 
K 1  = K+2*N  AAIC0570 
DUMPR(K1 = Y I K I  
Y I K )  = Y ( K )  + F ( K )  AAIC0590 
131 CONTINUE AAIC0640 
IF I K P R I  .EO. 0) GO TO 1324 
120 DO 1 2 1  K = loN  AAIC0480 
f ( K 1  = ( Y ( K ) - F I K 1 1 ) / 1 2 . 0 * ~ I - 1 . 0 )  AAIC0580 
MRITE ( 6 r 1 3 2 5 )  T 
1325 FORMAT tlHlSX18HATTEMPTED STEP AT E 1 0 ~ 4 / / l O X 2 H Y l r l O X 2 H Y 2 1 0 X 2 H Y E l O  
lX2HER// 1 
DO 1326 I K Z  = LsN 
I A W  = 2*N+IKZ 
1326 #RITE (6,13271 I K Z p F I I A M ) , D U M P R ( I K Z ) ~ Y ~ t K Z ) r F I I K L )  
1327 FORMAT I594E12-4 )  
1324 CONTINUE 
DO 1967 K = l p N  
I F  (ABSLF4K) 1 ,GTe  ABS(ERL4K) ) / 2 0 0 )  GO TO 135 
1967 CONTINUE 
134 H = H + H  
1345 DT = H 
GO TO 401  
135 00 1968 K = l r N  
I F  ( A B S I F I K I  I . G T e  A B S # E R L l K I ) I  GO T O  136 
1968 CONTINUE 
GO TO 1 3 4 5  
K 1  = K+N 
K2 = K+N+N 





A A I C O 7 9 0  






























































FGK2i = F t K l l  
H = .5*H 
MU=2 
GO .TO 112 
NU=MU 
GO TO ( 2 0 3 ~ 2 0 4 )  sHU 
H= AnAXl (A~AX l IHoH l ) ,H2)  
MU = 2 
H1  = ABS(H3 
IF( P 1 205r2060206 
H = -H1 
GO TO 207 
H = H 1  
H = P  
IF(A6SI P I - H l I  2089209p209 
T2 = TP-T 
i F ( T 2 )  21012129210 
ti2 = A B S L T Z )  
I F i T P )  211,2130211 
iFIA8S(T2/TP1- .00001~  212r213r213 
T = TP 
OT = ti 
L = 3  
GO TU 402 
M = O  
J =  1 
IF(H1-H2l 215r215r214  
MU = 1 
H = T2  
DT = H 
1G = 2 
GD TO 102 
MU = 2 
H = P  
DT = e 
N = NN 
IG = 1 
L = l  
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AAIC0960 
AAI t0970  
AALG0980 
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AAIC1070 
A A I C l O B O  
AAIC1090 
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39  24 
40 25 
41 
42  33 
03 
ICE INTEGRATION SUBROUTINE 
I =  2 SECOND ORDER RUNGE-KUTTA 
I = 3  THIRD ORDER RUNGE-KUTTA 
1 = 4  FOURTH ORDER RUNGE-KUTTA 
STORAGE F 1  = E = z 1  
F2  = YHAFl TEMPORARY  STORAGE REQUi KED= 
F3 = YFULL DIMENSION OF F A R R A Y  = 
F4 = YSAUE N*( 3+1 1 
F5 = DYSAVE WHERE N = NO OF DERIVATIVES 
F4 = 22 AND I = ORDER OF INTEGiATIOY 
F7 = 23 PROCESS 
SUBROUTINE I N T E G  1 T r D T g  N,Y ,OY~F~J I I )  
DIMENSION Y 4 1 )  p O Y l l 1  r f  ( 1 . 1  
DIflENSION Y I  1 1  pDY(1) r F ( 1 )  
DO 100 K = 1pN 
Kl = K 
K2 = K+5*N 
K 3  = K2+N 
K 4 = K + N  
GO TO ( 9 9 9 v 8 5 r 9 5 ~ 9 5 1 o I  
GO TO i 86 ,2 r999r9991oJ 
F t K 1 )  = DY(KI*DT 
Y ( K 1  = F (K41  + FfK1)  
GO TO 100 
F 4 K l )  = DYIK)*DT 
GO TO LOO 
F I K 2 )  = DYIKJ*DT 
F (K31  = DYIK1*DT 
Y ( K 3  = F ~ K 4 1 + ( F ( K 1 ) + 2 . 0 * ( F ( K 2 ) + F o 1 + D Y ( K ~ ~ ~ T 1 ~ 6 ~ 0  
GO TO 100 
Y I K )  = , 5 * t F ( K l I + F ( K 2 ) )  
GO TO 25 
Y(K1 = 2.O*FIK2)-F{Kl) 
GO TO 25 
Y t K I  = .5 * f IK21  
Y ( K )  = Y(K)+F(K41 
GO TO 100 
Y I K )  = FIK4)+QF(K1)+4.0*FtK2)+F{K31 ) / 5 . 0  
GO TO f l r 2 r 3 9 4 ) p J  
Y I K )  = F1K43+.5*FiKl)  
GO TO f 9 9 9 9 2 2 0 2 3 9 2 4 ) o I  
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GO TO 100 
Y ( K )  = F(K4)+F(K3) 
CONTINUE 
GO TO ~110o1209130r140~ e J
GO TO (999,131 P 1329 1321 t I 
GO TO (9999140,L32r1401oI 
GO TO 4999,140r140r132)pi 
T = D T + T  
GO TO 140 
RETURN 
PAUSE 
GO TU 140 
END 







































































M A T R I X  INVERSION BY GAUSS-JORDAN ELIMINATION 
SUBROUTINE IMVERT~ATNINN) 
DIMENSION A ( N N t N ) r B 1 3 5 0 ) r C ( 3 5 0 ) r L Z ( 3 5 0 )  
IF , I  HoEQ.1) GO TO 300 
SUW=lo 
DO 5 I + . l r N  
SUII=SUEI*A t I r I 1 
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1 1  
12 
1 3  
1 4  
15 

































1 3  
1 4  
19 
1 5  
17 
1 6  
2 4  
18 
143 
CALL OVERFL ( Jc3 1 
CALL D VCHKt J I )  
I E ( i I  = I 
DO 4 3  I = l r N  
00 1 IN = 1sN 
A M A X  = A t I N v I N J  
I S  = IN 
JJ = I N  
DO 1 1  1 = I N s N  
DO 1 1  J = L N o N  
ZMT = A B S  I A ( I 9 J ) )  
IF(A#AX-ZMT)10~11,11 
AMAX = ZMT 
I f  = I 
JJ = J 
CONTINUE 
1 ** DET = DET*AMAX * ( - 1 .  
K I  = IN+1 
I F  ( K 1 - N )  1439143 ,144  























































































DO 160 K = KI,N 
160 B t K v J )  = 8 I K , J ) - A ~ K ? i N ) * B t l N , J )  
DO 80 J = K I s N  
A ( I N o J )  = A(IH,J)/AtINpIN) 
DO 80 K = KIpN 
80 A I K v J )  = A(KrJ)-AIKplN)+A(IN?JI 
1 A 1 K v I N )  = 0. 
145 A I I N 9 I N l  = 1. 
NF = N-1 
DO 1 K = K I y N  
If I N F  e L E . O I G O  T O  147 
DO 109 K = l p N F  
I = N-K 
NK = r+1 
00 109 1 = 1 r M  
SUM = 0. 
DO 110  J = N K T N  
110  SUM = SUM+AII,J)*R(J,L) 
109 B ( I , L )  = B I  I ,L l -SUV 
147 CONTINUE 
DO 111  K = 1,N 
DO 1 1 1  f = 1sN 
I F (  IEIII-K) 1 1 1 ~ 1 1 3 ~ 1 1 1  
111 CONTINUE 
DO 118 I =  1 ,N 
DO 118 J= ITM 
118 A t I s J )  = B ( 1 , J )  
C A L L  O V E R F L  JO 1 
C A L L  D VCHK4 J I )  
GO TO 11399140)  0 JO 
140 GO TO (13991411pJI  
141 X S I M E Q  = 1 
189  R E T U R N  
3 3  X S I M E Q  = 3 
GO TO 189 
144 DO 161 J = 1 , M  
161 B(IN,JI = B ~ I N ~ J ) / A I I N P I N )  
GO TO 145  
GO TO 189  
0 = B I i , L )  
B f I v L )  = B ( K 9 L I  
139 X S I M E Q  = 2 










































86 114 B I K o L )  = P 
87 IQ = I E ( K )  
88 i E ( I 0  = I E ( I  1 
89 IE(1) = IQ 
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